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In the original artkle ~egarding the ~re

use of Prestol} f-:lall {the present DlQjng
Commöns) itvygs~'tntioned thC!t~e ·

-.....
- ~,

plan that wa~s___- presen-te_ d.hadyet to
", g~ before th- ~ g Range .f!~a~~lng Comm•ttee. As
weeks ago it aid and
.;\_the p_lan you_-~e-pn t_his pa,e1epresents

t,;,'eonfrn~J-___
b -lil!I-TIO~e-LR- ;;cston_

t

lit ·
:<r: r.

:an, as agreed
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original plan

~~ed ''\ la~~pe, and the

;~~ ~.eh ~nd lfse changes is as

}'it'~~--fJit~it_
:8L.Rrc, that the two
- plans~at haQ"jfeen submitted to the

_ Co~~-itt~ :!>f~the Psychology Dept. and
' Ge- Ca ö -· and Nelson Bennett, were
nq · m~ _atible .. In leng~hy d iseussian
'b_ _
Corilmlttee, a fmal comprom~
,. Tsi
orked out. The Psychology
' Oi"P'-f. ets' to move its facilities from
'.wrsb~<V basement, where they a"
: . ·_ _ga I according to the te. rms of Bard's
vrtgage to T~ksbury. However, stur'
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may

~
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dent use of the Great Hall and the Cohference Room remains. As the plan indi"cates, the Psych. Oept. gets use of the
lesser Hall, dividing it into two large
offices, a calculator room, and two psychology labs. In addition to this, they
get the use of the offiees and laboratories
in what is now the second selVing line 1
and the use of the present bake shop as a
starage area; also, the use of the present
store room as a workshop.

day

Tuesday evening, I deeideel to go to D.C.
the next day for the May Day festivities.
Wednesday morning I received in the
mail my Bronze Star, which the Army
had awarded me three years ag_o. Wednesday afternoon I headed tor U:C. to begin
a week of political and cultural protestrebellionfreak-out aimed at the government,
establishment, F.B.I., C.l.A., and the U.S.
Army, which had just sent me that token
of appreciation for my proficiency and
heroics in their program of imperialism
for S. E. Asia: TheVietNam War ..

Several other minor changes were made
at the LRPC's suggestion. These inci"ude
the expansion of Classrõõm 1 so that it
now occupies the rear section of the
1963 addition to Dining Commons, and
the remaval of the interior walls in the
present faculty dining room, which
would now become Classroom 2.
The addition of an outside entrance 'to
the Lesser Hall will allow the Psychology
Dept. to isolate itself from activities occurring in the adjacent rooms, but will
stiil have the affect of bringing a new
centralization of academic activities to
the Bard campus. Aspinwall, which rests
on top of the present kitchen area, will
be linked to this new facility by the ad. dition of a new staircase, and it will certainly become a major center of the
campus, contributing to the linear form
of campus that we al ready possess.
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Wednesday night in D.C., I found where
the Viet Nam V ets Against the War were
camped in West Potomac Park and
crashed with them. A lot of dope and
Boone's Farm Apple Wine. The Vets
were an interesting group, mostly working
class backgrounds; I was one of the few
college students. They are very together
pol itically but have an arrogant, independ-
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ent attitude that offended many of the
freaks. The only political area in which
they were not progressive was sexism.
Most of them were conscious of male
chauvinism as a concept, but enjoyed the
reality of it too much to be receptive to
even discussing the subject.
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Thursday was spent in the camp, spending
time at the öifferent campsites. The Boston people were in one area, the New
York people in another, etc, It was nice
to see how the regionals were organizing
and functioning. This would turn out to
be the politics of the week; the regional
being the level where command decisions
were resolved. Thursday evening, the
camp is starting to increase in population
and spreading out. By Friday morning
there are five or six thousand people
within this incredible campsite of teepees,
parachutes, tents, buses, rented trucks
and freaks; assorted in group~ I ike Gay
lib, Vets, May Day Tribe, Women's
Group, D.C., lllinois, Afabana. Dig it,
Alabama sent 50 people to D.C. for May
Day!
Friday afternoon we drift over to the
Justice Department with intantions to
block off all the entrances. About 200
people sit in at each exit and effectively
sealed off the building. The rest of the
people, about 2,000, started marehing
around the building, led by one of the
SCLC people. There, at the Justice Department, I saw the most impressive
sight of the week. About 1OO people sat
down and blocked the steps at the entram
on Pennsylvania Avenue. They (somebody
sent out 25 cops who lined the top of the
steps facing us, then all these mousy bureaucrats would sneak down to the entranee and peek out at us over the should·
ers of the cops. So, for about an hour,
we're sitting there looking at this show
when suddenly I realize that every one of
the cops was black and that every one of
the bureaucrats was white (pale white).
It really impressed me. Here society had
put this bureaucracy in this building and
these protesters, wanting mare than anything else to destroy this bureaucracy
and everything it epitomizes, and right in
the middle of these two forees history
has placed the black man in a uniform.
I wanted more than anything for those
black cops to turn around and take a
look at what they were defending, to
make them aware of the role th ey were
being put into and the nature of that
role.
More cops come, the tactical pol ice, and
we get busted. l'm sent with a group of
50 (mostly Vets) toa district headquarters for processing. On the bus ride,
during processing, in the eeli block, the
whole time, we, as a group, maintained
control. Collectively we were so together
in a positive, dynamic; overt manner that
I felt that no matter how deeply they
locked us away, we would stiil maintain
control of the situation and of them.
We had rnarched off the bus, hands
· clasped on the tops of our heads, wh istling
"Bridge Over River Kwai". A good mood,
a nice feeling. Later that night I thought
back to the scene at the'Justice Departmen( The 2,000 people marehing
aföuni:l and around the building, singing
and chanting, made me think of Mailer's
description of the '67 Pentagon march,
where he talks about Abbie Hoffman and
the Yippies circling the building, trying,
through cosmic force, to lift the Pentagon
off the ground. I felt that if the people
had kept marehing circles around tha
Justice Department it would inevitably
have to rise or at the very least crumble
to the ground.
They (them again) took us downtown
and programmed us through the judicial
process; one of the most effective productions of a farce I have ever witnessed.
Everything was set between the judge and
the lawyers before we ent~red the courtroom. We were operating collectively
but the system operates upon individuals,
therefore, each one of us had to go
through the same little skit with the lawyer, the judge and the el erk. Clerk, "How
do you plead?" Defendant, "Not guilty."
lawyer, "Defendant requests trial by
jury." Judge, "Granted, May 11; bail _
to page three
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David Schardt

STILL LOOKING FOR A SUMMER
JOB?

THE HOMECOMING
Jeel Schenker will produce Harold Pinter's "The Homecoming," starring Janice
STUDENT OVERSEAS SERVICES
Rule, Tony Tanner and Eric Berry, on
"Several thousand summer jobs in Europe Tuesday, May 18, after nine previews be·
are stiil available on a first come, firstginning May 10. Jerry Adler will direet
served basis." SOS claims that although
it.
summer jobs are scarce in the U.S., ''there
"The Homecoming" wiil have a curtain
are t~ousands of summer jobs in Europe
at 7:30 Mon.-Sat. and matinees on Wed.
lookmg for takers ... The air tare aside, a
and Sat. at the Bijou Theatre (357 West
paying job in Europe means you are ac.tLJ·
48th Street}.
ally making money while livirig the Euro·
pean life. Your wages will mare than ~
Student ID cards will be accepted at the
finance independent travel around Eurbox ottice for reduced prices for all perop e.
formances.

"Most avail.a ble j~bs fall

Chver photo by Nick Elias.

\Ni th:

in the category
of resort, restaurant, hotel, office, factory, construction and camp counseling
work. The SOS places you in a job of
your choice and obtains your work permit, visa and other neeessarv papers be·
fore you Jeave fo·r Europe. SOS also arranges your room and board.
SOS providas job listings, descriptions
applications and the SOS handhook o~
earning a summer in Europe. Send your
name, address and $1 (for handling and
air mail materials from Europe) to Student Overseas Services, P.O. Box 5173,
Santa Barbara, California 93103.

BOOKS- fuh, excitmg summer reading
Weil, folks, we stiil have these books,
and we would real ly Iike it if you heipeo
us clean out our drawers by the end of
the semester. lf you're intaresteel in any
of these books, please Iet us know
through Box 76, Campus Mail, in the
next couple of days. (See how much
money you save if you get your FREE
books from us!)

BLACK THINK, Jesse Owens. {My life as
a Black man and White man). Pocket
Sooks . .95 cents.

JOBS EUROPE
THE BREATH OF CLOWNS AND
give a cop the right to arrest you. Jf
KINGS, Theodore Weiss. (Shakespeae;e's
of
jobs
are
stiil
available
for
Hundreds
you are nasty to him, he might want
Early Comedies and Historiesi Athenany time of the year. The program ai ms
to take advantage of your age, drag you
eum. $10.
to give students an inexpensive and
down to the station, threaten and
unique cultural opportunity to live in
scare the· sh it out of you. So don't
THE JESUS BAG, William i-{ G'rh:ir Ni" D
Just a note (or letter or whatever you
Eur~pe. These salaried jobs, which usucall
him
a
pig
while
you
are
under
and Price M. Cobbs, M.D.
' · ·
want to call it) to lay on ya how much I
ally molude room and board, are mostly
your hat. Be a sweet fifteen year old
(Authors of BLACK RAGE) McGraw-Hill
dig the Observer. Anda million thanks
· for general help with large first class
if he hassles you. lt's not worth a
$6.95.
for putting me on your mailing Il st (I
hotels in Great Britain and Switzerland.
bust.
You
might
ask
a
friendly
cop
wrote a l~tt!!r_e.arlier requesting_ a cou_ple
ifther!fare any local ordinances in ·· ·
of sample copies)l You see getting your
PÖTATOES ARE CHEAF,-ER, Max ShulParticipants may make their own transyour town. People have been arrested
magazines really livens me up (and my,
man. (How a Jewish boy listened to his
portation arrangements and travel as long
mother but found happiness anyll\'ay.)
friends also the ones I show the Observer for wearing the Amerikan flag, and we
as they wish after completing their chaundarstand that they are bringing
Doubleday. $5.95.
to) and weil you see I live in a very small
sen
work
assignment.
Most
people
work
the case up through the higher courts.
town (as opposed to cities like Chicago
from 2 to 4 months, but can work longer
Minneapolis, etc.} and th ere is just noth· To date (and we would love to be cor·
London, England and the French Ger- . THE THIEF WHO CAME TO DINNEA
rected
if
anyone
knows
for
sure)
no
ing to do and I mean absolutely nothing
man and i talian speaking areas of' Switz- Terrence Lore Smith. (A novel.) Doubledecision has been made, as it is stiil
(especially in winter) and weil anyway
er;land are the most popular areas to work . day. $4 .95.
due to come to court.
·
it's quite a hice town nice people and all
that it's just there isn't anything for the
For free details, send a stamped, selfFAKING IT, Or the Wrong Hungarian,
teenagers to do, nowhere to go, nothing
the editor
Gerald Green. (Author of THE LAST
addressed business envelope to: JOBS
to do. Anyway it all comes down that
EUROPE, 13355 Cantora Street, Panor· ANGRY MAN) Trident Press. $7 .95.
thisisa very !2.Q!ll.9. town. Oh sure there's p.s. l'm an Aquarius with a
ama
City, California 91402.
Sagittarius girlfriend. Sorry.
a movie theatre but who wants to watch
THE REVELATIONS OF A DISAPPEAR"Walt Disney" or "John Wayne Reruns"
..
ING MAN, Charles Tekeyan. (A novel
weil there's a few up to date movies like
I would, therefore, pese these questions a?out identity, sexuality, life, death, eter"Mash" etc. and movies that kids like my- Dear Sir
to the august body which sits in solemn nlty, C. Aubrey Smith, a girl in leather,
self that are under 17 or 18 can't get into
It has coine'to my attimtion that at the
convocation in Sottery Hall:
. anda father & son.) Doubleday. $6.95.
see (Shitl Shit!). l'm 15 years old. I have ' faculty meeting of May 12, 1971 that a
lf a facultY member is not required to
a question and hope to get an answer you
resolution was passed to the effect 'that
return hisor her pooks with1n a spe- DIVIDED WE STAND, Cushing Strout
see I have a black floppy hat with an Amcified period of time and is not exand David I. Grossvogel. (Reflectionson
all faculty members
the staff shouid reerican flag on it and was wondering if
pected to pay a fine for his or her
-th., crisis at Cornell). Doubleday-Anchor.
turn their books to the library at the end
there is anything against the law in having
fiagrant delinquencies of five or six
45.
of the acaderriic year. This resolution
a flag on a hat and having the hat on ya
years, then why should aStudent be
was passed in response io a proposal of
by Lydia Ayers
head? Now can you answef it (hope so)?
fined for keeping a book out over
the library Committee that all those on
The_ flag_is rightside up. Also if there is
field period or two weeks bevond th~'!
the faculty who did not return their
any one up at ya editor staff who is a
due date and b~ expected to pay a fine,
books should li ave their June payeheeks
guy between 18-25 or 30 years old, likes
niuch ~~~s return the book at "elli?
withheld. The resolution that was passed
the Beatles, Black Sabbath, Donovan,
lf astudent is required to return a
however, had no measures which could
....the Bee Gees {prefergbly someone who
book so that it might be used by
require faculty to return their books.
rea!!'t_!!!g_s th~ Beatles) and who isn't of
others, should not the faculty also
the Horoscope sign "Leo," "Aquarius"
be required to return their books for
As astudent anda member of the Libor "Sagit~ri,us". l'm a Taurus (May 2nd),
the same reason? And finally, if a •
rary Committee I know that one of the
Self-Accusation
and who 1sn t married and who has long_
student is required to return a book
marry problems that the library has is
hair, to write to me OK? (OK!) Weil
before the due date if the library rethat the faculty are not required to reBy
guess that's about all for now. Please
quests it, and must pay a fine if he or
turn their books with in a certain perPeter
Handka
keep the Observer com in in the mail.
she keeps the book beyond the desiod of time. Studel)tS however, are
ignated
date,
should
not
the
faculty
required to return their books at the end
Directed By
Love & Peace (to the whole world),
also be required to at least return the
of each semester. Some of the members
Mark
Cohen
book
upon
request,
and
should
there
of the faculty have built up a private
Shirley Jewett
not also be punitive measures that
library from the Hoffman Collection
R.R.3
are applicable to the faculty in such ·
May21
Ftiday
and have not returned books checked
Vall ey City, North Dakota
a case?
out five or six years ago. I know this
58072
not only öecauce of my'position on the
8:00, 9:30
Thereis to my mind, and inequity here,
Library Committee, but because I have
p.s. Please continue ttw ·continuing saga
and as we all know, a simple resolution
' been trying to get faculty member
in the gym '
of Fat Freddy's Catf (Hope ya do!} as
. can be. ignored. The faculty has not
return a book for the past four
I love it.
set a very good example for the stuyears which was checked out in 1965
SQUASH COURT I
dents to follow.
and after several notices from the
12ear Shirley,
library· and three personal requesfs,
Thanking you, I am,
I have yet to see the books. It appears
We would eneourage you to wear your
to me that .t~e f~ct.!,l!Y '.'_resolution"
hat (sinc_e we all are good patriots) but
. does; little 'tqeffei:tively correct the
respectfully yours,
beware! There might be old Jocal orsituation and to di.line the faculty
Jeffrey R. Ray
as they expect students to be disciplined
dinances in your town which would
Dear Editors and any one else who have
anything to do with the groovy Bard Observer,

on

to
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from page one
$250 or 10% collateraL" Fifty times
this was repeated at 4 o'clock a.m. in
Washington, D.C., with the white-haired
judge almost rocking himself to sleep
repeating his little bit in the play;
JUSTICE.
Out. We go back to the park and have
trouble finding our campsite because
the place has changed so much. Around
50,000 people showed up during the
weekend, to listen to music and smoke
(!ope. The Beach Boys played. Coming
back to the camp was, for us, like coming
back toa base camp after running a mission; only now the mission was in the
home country and not Viet Nam. But it
took the same form, smoke a little dope
and drop off to sleep while everything is
exploding around you.
Seven o'clock Sunday morning, choppers
flying overhead with loudspeakers, "Your
permit has been cancelled. You must
leave the camp or face arrest." More tactical police start to sweep through the
park. We all pack up and start dispersing
(Escape and Evasion). A group of 200
or so stay behind, sitting close together,
singing "We all live in a concentration
camp" to the tune of "Yellow Submarine". They all get busted . But mostly
everyone drifts toward the George Wash- tary in convoy~. •uc o:;ou:iLCIII L nut:y ou
ingto campus, which is what the police
station overhead, fire trucks stationed
had hoped for.
randomly about. The most effective police were those on scooters. They mainI got split off from the Vets and wound
tained mobilitv even when we had the
up at Georgetown University in a New
streets block ed and were all over the city.
York regional meeting of some 600 peoThese scooterized police would run into
ple. This is Sunday night and the mood
crowds to disperse them, sometimes
has changed. Monday morning is only
running over people.
hours away and there is business to be
taken care of. The regional's target is
The police used gas very heavily to break
Dupont Circle at five-thirty, No mo re
us up when we outnumbereet them and
dope or music as everyone had to be
reinforcements couldn't get through.
straight for the morning. The weekend
As a result, the whole city was gassed,
had been the cultural revalt and now the more than I have ever seen at any demontime had come for the political action.
stration. Cops, workers, us; everyone
A lot of people had left. That was one of had burning eyes from the tear gas. None
the things that had been depressing about of the CS riot control gas was used . I
Saturday and Sunday. All those people
think this was because of the fact that
at the park for the music and dope; know- everyone was suffering from it, not just
ing that a lot of them would split and
those it was intended for (a problem the
not be on the streets Monday morning
Army has encountered in eertai n areas
was damaging to the spirit that had built of its technologically oriented wartare
up over Thursday and Friday. A lot of
against the V.C./N.L.F. and N.V.A. in
them did split but come morning there
South East Asia).
would be 25,000 - 30,000 people in the
streets.
Tactically, the police are trying to maintain control of the battle and are directMonday morning, five o'clock, on the
ing it towards the GW campus. This

streets moving towards town. Very hard
to convey the mood of the morning. lntense . Our major tactical mistake , which
none of us had anticipated, was that we
were on the streets too early. By six o'
~l~ck most groups were at their targets
and already being busted. The police
were able to clear us away from our primary targets before the heavy rush hour
traffic began. For the rest of the mornin!l D.C. was in an incredible state. Roving
bands (of godless anarchists, maybe?) of
3 to 300 moving through the city, confiscating anything and everything to
block traffic with; trash, trash cans, cars,
trees, their own bodies (in the military,
they refer to this as a field expediency).
The police were all over the city; in patrol
cars with European sounding sirens, tactical police on buses, horse pol ice, the mil i-

strength was derived from us ana everyone knew it.

tnenk the reasan for the optimestec mood
coming out of D.C. is what happened internally to the movement. While the
Time spent in this camp, with absurd
effects of the whole action on the Amerithings happening so fast that you can't
can public are important, I teel that at
keep up with them. Some people really
this stage in the historieal development
got into the concentration camp scene
of the movement the most decisive thing
and started making plans to tunnel out.
was the education of the movement itOne couple got married, Abbie Hoffman self. What May Day did was show the
was best man. They gassed usa lot. Goal first significant progressian within the
posts came down, the tarp went out and
movement that I have been able to observe
a tent was made. The long wait, the
in a while. This took many forms, the
middle of the night again and then sent
most important being operating effectively
downtown and put through the conveyor on a regional level which I already menbelt of justice again. It is four o'clock
tioned and second a collective discipline
Tuesday morning. On the streets again
that had always been laeking at previous
working our way back toa house on 18th functions. The regional thing is important
St. where we crashed. Wanting to go to · because it was a study
in democratic censleep but getting caught up in a meeting
tralism bei ng validly and effectively carassessing the day and trying to deeide
ried out. The elitism-national leadership
whether to go back on to the streets in a contradiction
in a democratic movement
few hours. At regional meetings Monday was
successfully resolved. It was a beautievening they decided to go back the
ful thing to watch each region struggle
next morning, but later, between seven
through decisions and then the interand nine o'clock, to get rush hour traffic.
regional discourse to arrive at the fina!
After much discussion, we decided to go
decision. People deeidi ng and then aeti ng
out at seven. Sleep for two hours and
collectively, not an easy thing in this
then back out on the streets. Quiet. The
society for any group, even a revolutionary
police making a large show of force, the
primary targets (four traffic cirdes with- one.
in the city) were aborted and a repeat of
The discipline was a particularly satisfying
the small aetions of Monday began, but
phenomena to observe. Even in the inon a much smaller scale. Eleven o'clock
teose "Battle of Algiers" atmosphere
at 14th and I, a rally and march on the
that pervaded D.C. Monday morning
Justice Department and more busts.
there was a definite lack of the conspicuD.C. becomes very quiet and we deeide
ous kamakyism that always marked past
to leave; it had been a good week .
actions. People were disciplined in a progressive, effective manner. They were
Looking back on the week I teel very
arriving
at targets in groups, functioning,
happy. Why? l'm not sure, a lot of reaevading the pol ice, dispersing and resons, some good things happened . The
overt support that developed in the black grouping at secondarv targets --thinking
community for us Monday and the covert on their feet. Thinking back to last May,
it becomes obvious of the progress that
support shown by some of the troops
were the most significant. The black com - has been made within the movement. Alsc
munity which had been very quiet du ring in this vein was the successtui synthesis
of the cultural and political revolt. Durthe weekend of cultural revolt came out
ing the weekend everyone took part in
very strongly Monday night . They
the dope and music, but Monday morning
brought food and fire wood to us at the
the music was gone and so was the dope.
football field and helped in raising bail.
Monday and Tuesday I saw no dope or
At one point some of the prisoners being
heard of anyone doing any. Th is may be
bussed to the field kicked the windows
the most accurate retleetian of the interout of the police bus and escaped. The
nal discipline which marked May Day.
neighborhood people, black working _
they do pretty weil with individual groups class, took these white freaks into their
I think it is time for an ideological seneluding their sweeps and eventually getting homes and hid them from the pol ice. At
tenee or two. What is the Viet Nam war?
busted later in the mopping-up action .
the field, food had been brought, which
The police are effective and reduce the
the National Guard troops threw over the To us in D.C., it is neither "to proteet
battle area to the campus. Using the
fence to us. They also chopped wood for freedom and democracy" as Nixon would
have you believe, nor is ita "mistake" as
exact same tactics some of us had experi- us.
the liberai politicians would say. It is the
ene ed last May, th ey surraund ed the camlogic:JI outcome of the determination of
pus, decla[ed anyone Of! the streets would At one point du ring the day, part of a
the American monopoly capitalist ruling
be arrested, gassed the cam-pus and busted _ compan_y of the 82nd Airborne Division
us as we ran from the gas. On police buses retused to clear an area of demonstrators. class to maintain economic, political and
military dominance in Southeast Asia and
again heading to the football field prison. · This company was quickly and quietly
in other parts of the world. The war in
Again the same intensive psych trip that
replaced and naturally this incident was
Southeast Asia is an imperialist war.
we experienced Friday but even more so not reporteet by the straight press. This
because of the incredible numbers. Lock incident, though minor, had a great intluWhere does it all lead, this statement and
us up, put us away, it is cold, no food,
ence on us; I could only imagine scenes
the events of May Day? I think some of
but as Fred Hampton once said, it is pos- from the Winter Palace in )917 and the
us have an idea where it is all going. We
sible to get a revolutionary high off the
Cossacks refusing to fire on the Russian
will continue to struggle to reach there.
people. We were alive and they (them
workers.
I hope we make it. I hope we are right.
aga in) were aeti ng to us, off us, everyth ing was flowing from us to them, 'Lheir While all of these are really significant, I
by Frank Mantafia
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In the land I speak about, am speaking
about, and will continue to speak about,
Thanks so much for the letter and for the things are not the same. In this land it is
the sloppy person, or the dirty person, or
check. I am fine, weil, happy, healthy,
tbe person who has rather both these attri·
not dead, etc. etc. etc. I hope you are
butes, and they are attributes, who is the
happy, healthy, weil, etc. etc. etc.
respeeted person. The dirt of the dirty
person, is the dirt that has come slowly,
gathered from all the objeets, persons, and
places that the dirty person of whom l'm
There isa land somewhere in the world.
speaking has come in contact with. This
Its name is not important, perhaps it does thin layer of dirt is the remainder of all
not have a name. Its location is not very
that was touched and can never be touchec
important either. Perhaps it does not
again, of all those hands, of all those
have a location. What is important? You faces, of all those chairs, and walls, and
are asking. We are coming to that. There tableeloths that have been touched
are two very strange customs in this land, throughout the day. But it is not enough
and it is only because of them that I speak for the dirt to gather, gather s~owly on .
of it at all. In our own culture we are
~e ~ody of ea~h ~erson ?f th1s land. Th1s
d1rt 1~ also_ sel~·mfhcted, m fact from
very concerned with being neat, whereas
mor~mg t_111 mght the people are constantlv
the people in the other land that I speak
pourmg d1rt on t~e~selves. When t~ey
of devote all their time to being messy.
wake ~h~y bathe m ~~. and brush _their .
In our own habitat we find it neeessarv
teeth 1~ 1t. After eat~ng they sprmkle d1rt
to be clean, whereas th.e others find it of
on the1~ hands. At mght they put even
the utmost importanca to be dirty. Yes,
more d1rt on themselves. Once every
sloppiness and dirtiness are the customs
month, however, the people do consent
of this land that I speak about. It is no
lie. And although you have never been to to bathe_ in clear, c_lean wat~r. And they
s~ar~ agam; colleetmg the dirt e~ch day,
this land, and although you will never go
to it aqain. vou will qo to it, you are enter- till It gathers everywhere on the1r body,
Dear Dad,

ing it now. And when you willleave it,
and you are in the pracess of leaving it
now -- you will never forget it, you will
try to forget it but you never will. But
entering implies exiting -- and to exit from
somewhere we have to be somewhere -that somewhere is the Iand that we are
now in the proces5 of exiting. Thatsomewht:re 1s here.
All throughout the day we are constantly
primping ourselves. Is it not true? In the
morning upon waking it is time to brush
the teeth, wash the face, clean the ears,
shower, do the finger nails, fix up the toe
nails, to get rid of offensive odors flying
from the underarms, and that beloved orifice known as the mouth. Then we put on
the clothes, clothes that must be clean,
unwrinkled, and likewise have no offensive odors. These are habits that we indoc·
rinated with when we are very young. It
is said of those who do not partake in all
the above activities that they are disollgan'
ized, disoriented, maladjusted, and on the
whole, just not n ice peoph!, people that
one is to be, in the long run, very skeptical
about. Daughters who are of this category
are scorned by their fathers, and rejected
by their mothers, ignored by men and
usually remain unmarried. Sons are
seotfed at by their fathers and sneered at
by their mothers. They become the scum
of society, they are the ~isreputible, the
truly disgusting. This we know about. We
are exiting. We are enteri ng.

so that no skin can be seen but only a
dark brown crust. Just as when we play
football or do heavy work and all ow ourselves to get good and dirty, only to clean
ourselves, so too, the people of the land
that I speak, get themselves good and
clean so that they can beeome dirty again.
A long time ago the people never inflicted
the dirt themselves, but simply watched

1t ealleet upon their skins. The dirtier a
man was, the more involved and occupied with life. Today however, this is not
the case. The dirt and the sloppiness
have merely after long habit become
pleasing to the eye. That is all. It is now
a stimulated response. Everytime there
is dirt seen on the body, the beholder
finds it beautiful. Everytime there is
cleanliness and no dirt the beholder finds
it ugly -- and is disgusted by the person
who has no dirt on him.

But the dirty person as I have mentioned
is not only dirty. He is al so sloppy. And
this sloppiness, Iike the dirtiness, does
not just com e of itself but is attained by
a series of highly cultivated practices.
Day in and day out sloppiness is sought
for and is brought into being by so many
habits, practices, and customs. In the
morning, after the teeth C)re brushed with
dirt the hair is disheveled and knotted
up ~ith dirty hand s, unt il it is one r11t!>
nest, until it is either stjcking up or talling all over th e f ace. unt'l
·t
.1 , ·m sh ort , 1
looks Iike everything we spend all our
mornings trying to make it not look Iike.
After the hair comes the clothing, and
the clothing is torn, dirty, and sm elis bad.
Every day the clothes are taken and
twisted into knots, until they beomce
wrinkled. Colors are worn purposefully
not to match. Clothes are always too
big, so thatthey have a sloppy look to
them, and are purposefully torn to make
them look shabby. The time spent on
cutting the clothes, wrinkling the clothes,
and making the clothes dirty, is as great
as the time spent in our own land to wash
them, to iron them, and to match tltem.
The sloppier and dirtier the person, the
more attractive, the mare affluent, the
mare respeeted he is. The presiaent of
the land, for example, and all the presidents of companies and prominent industries, and all their darling wives besides are the dirtiest people of all. The
dirt lingers on their bodies from all the
tableclothes, chairs, harids, and faces of
other dirty wives and presidents they
have met throughout the day. The dirt is
sought from morning till night. Yes, they
are the dirtiest and sloppiest people of
all. It isa land that is ci!rtainly very different from our own.

Woe to the person, yes, pure woe, who is
not sloppy, who is not dirty, but who is
clean, and who is neat. And there was
such a person. Now we are coming to the
heart of the matter. There was once a
young lady, in the land that I speak about,
who was neither sloppy nor dirty. It was
not that she paid any attention to being
neat either. It was just that she d id not
go out of her way to be either sloppy or
neat.
One day her father called her into his
study. He wanted to have a long talk
with her. "I want to have a long talk with
vou," he said. Lies. all lies. actuallv it
was not a longtalkat all, a~d secondly it
was not a talk with his daughter but a
talkat his daughter, who couldn't get a
word in. But all this we know about.
Which land are we in anyway? We are in
the land that I wanted to speak of from
the very beginning or would be speaking
of, if not for these interruptions. After
the father said this to his daughter, he
said, "Before you sit down, and before
we begin, I implore you to make yourself
look more deeent and respeetabi e." Sh e
took some dirt from the windowsiil that
had collected over the days and wiped it
on her face. She ran her fingers through
her hair. "For God sakes look at you,
just look at you, just look at you. What
a sight! Clean clothes, no smell from the
mouth, or from the arms, unchewed fingernails, uncut clothing. You are incorrigible, disreputible. Who will marry you?
Who will be seen with you? Who will respeet you? Sit down, sit down. You are
twenty years old. It' s time you start looking Iike a young lady." She went away.
She thought about what her father said.
"I suppase I should try to be attractive,"
she thought. She tried for several days.
He was pleased. All his attitudes towards
her changed. lnstead of meetinQ her with
a groan he met her with a sm ile-. He even
went so far as to tickle her under the ch in.
He was glowing with pride. She would be
married. She was a darling. He tickled
her under the ehi n again, frequently everyday, after every meal. Sh e soon went to
the university, however. There she reverted to her old practices. He never knew.
He thought she was a dirty, sloppy. respectable girl. Yes, a respeetable girl.
This is what renewed hirn. This is what
made him sm ile when ne thought of her.
But she was not a respectable girl in the
land that I am speaking about, was speaking about, and will never speak about
aga in.
by Janet Auster

the reason, was because of a problem I
.. .It was a chilly October night and I had
had had in a relationship with a girl (corny
made the decision, once and for all, to
shit, huh?). It wasn't going at all as I had
drop out of high school after this, my
wanted or expected. So to compensate,
I
think
I
Tech,
junior year ... Brooklyn
I decided to get myself into a positian
told you. The Band was playing at the
where such things as girls or women or
Brooklyn Academy of Music along with
sex or 'meaningful realtionships' weren't
Allen Ginsberg; and it was right smack
necessary. This is not to say I didn't know
in the middle of one of the biggest pot
girls. I kn.ew plenty of girls that were
any
staggered
ever
City
York
New
draughts
into junk or downs heaviiv. I
either
through. Tom ·- a friend who assumed
might add at this point that it is far worse,
the role of 'Big Brother' for me for the
and any junkie or barb head will teil you
past few years -- suggested we snort some
this, _for a girl to get strung outonsmatk
heroin ... "l was down" for the idea bethan for a guy. Sh e will deteriorate mu ch
cause if Ginsberg was going to be reading
quicker than a guy, and this does not
to
I would have to add a little something
my 'hip credentials'. So it would be beat- mean to say she is weaker. It just means
_that appearance and personal hygiene, in
nik night in Brooklyn and Mrs. Moroz's
my opinion, tend to be mare noticeable
little boy was going to bestonedon 'The
on a girl than to a guy. A guy steals and
Great White Heap.'
mugs people for a fix. A girl goes straight
to prostitution, etc.
Tom gave me a roll ed up dollar bill and
paured out what looked like confectionary sugar on a copy of life magazine; he
Anyhow about eight months after l'd
said, "Sniff slow and steady." I did and
been snorting, and this was strictly a matI squirmed with warmth for a moment
ter of economics (I told myself), I began
and then had a taste in my mouth that
to skin pop. l'm fairly confident that I
drove me to the sink for water wh ich I
don't have to expiain the difference beneeded desperately. I came back laughtween skin-popping and mainlining. Vou
ing a low stupid laugh and gave Tom a
see when you first make the jump from
jerky grin. He said, "How you doing,
snorting to the needie the arnount you
Brother?".. .l told him that except for
have to do lessens so that it is very enticbeinga little too warm, I felt better than
ing after building up a rather large resisever. We left the house and headed for
tance, to be abi e to knock it down a couthe IND downtown train. My eyelids
ple of notches by taking to the needle ...
kept drifting down, closed while we were
on the train, and Tom looked as if he was So to go on from here, I started acting
having a real n ice dream.
Iike the prototype of the middle-class
white junkie. Status was all a matter of
We got off the train and I felt Iike deposit· how many black and Spanish connections
inq my dinner in the first garbage can I
you had .. .lt took me a bit of time to
saw. But I couldn't. That wouldn't have
build up a rather large arnount of acmade a very good impressian on my big
quaintances that I could score from. Af·
brother at all .
ter a while my days began to take on a
definite pattern as far as copping and
To rriove from this touching scene of a
'getting-off.' l'd wake up, spend a little
boy and his first experience with hard
time getting together and then I'd get out
d·rugs tÕ a. more gene~alized aspect. )he
on the street, hoping to find one of my
plaln fact is th?<: everyone who plays
connections roaming around trying to sell
·1<·
around with the shit is just so god damn
his thing. Finally I would score. Sameself-confident, it'd make you puke. lf
times seoring took ten minutes, other
no one else can, th ey can handie it. As I
times it might take up to three hours.
say all of this I hope you don't get the
After seoring I would usually make it over
feeling that l'm excluding myself; I was
to my friend Billy's house. Billy ran the
positive, beyond any doubt, that I was
neighborhood 'shooting gallery.' Strange
the one that could take c<tre of himself.
character that he is, he'd sit at home all
day waiting for people to come over and
_
For about the first eight months I would
give him ataste because he was kind
only snorf It. That was my rationale beenough to let them use his house and his
hind the idea that 1 wasn't about to get
works.
trapped. The reasan that I started fucking
while you are running to the place you
around on a day-to-day basis, at least I
It would be hard for me to express the
are going to get off at. Than there is the
fooled myself into bellevi ng that it was
ecstasy and joy one feels after seoring
al most ritualistic act of cooking and pre·
paring the dope, drawing it up into the
eyedropper, and then hitting up. By this
time I was mainlining. Needless to say,
once I got ataste of the rush involved
when you put it into your veins, I never
snorted or skinned again. Every once in
a while, I'd stop for a day to proveto myself that I didn't have a habit. That day
would be a very anxious day, not to mention the fact that I would toss and turn
the night away. The fact that I wanted
to be a junkie so badly contributed tremendously as far as my getting a habit
was concerned. The psychological factors
involved in withdrawal symptoms are fantastic. There are stories of addicts going
to jail for eight months and not having
any withdrawal and then getting out,
eight months later, seeing someone get
off and then getting withdrawal symp. toms.
To kick the habit, one ha s to com e
to the conelusian that one isa junkie.
Thisisa hard realization for many people
to com e to. It was not easy for me to do
at all and it took quite a bit of time. I
am presently a member of the West Side
Medical Center methadone cut down program and will be completely off methadone in about three weeks.

Then I guess I came to Bard. I told myself
that now I had a perfect reasan to stop
getting high. Schoolwork would provide
the perfect substitute for running around
and getting high. It's funny, too, because
by this time I was real ly getting attached
to the fact of running over to West 1Oth
St. near the river and waiting outside
Pap's window for him to stick his neck
out and say it was caol to come up.
Weil to get back to the subject of my
coming to Bard; I really didn't know what
in hell to expect. How many junkies
made it to college? I arrived at school
and as it turned out I wasn't ready to
~t!)p. So I started commuting to the city
twice a week to score. You know, I
swore I was the coolest, badest junkie this
school ever saw ... People informed me that
it was funny 1 should be living in Potter
because an old student had lived there
and had a reputation for being quite a
user. I could never undarstand how in
hell the security d ept. found out about
me. Some guy was coming into my room
and asking to see my arms. lmagine that!
I thought they'd be asking for passports
next. The thing that really baffled me
though was the fact that I was so sure I
was being caol about it, yet information
was slipping all over. Next J was being
accused of supplying the campus with
coke which had no foundation to it what·
soever. Vet I mustaddthat when I re·
turned on the program the administration
was totally willing to cooperate.
Looking back it's just as if I lost or misplaced two years. With barely any memory of them. I am stiil trying to piece
out the who's and how's of the security
department and their little information
network.
by Josh Moroz

With the facts that I now know about
ecology, my understanding has forced me
to face the realities involved, and to form·
ulate on a level other than the intuitive,
my particular niche and functional role
in dealing with a situation that threatens
to eliminate our species. I revere life.
Ecology is life. lf life is to survive ecology
must live. All organisms must live in
balance with their environment or perish.
Hence, ecology isa lifestyle. It isa lifestyle I have consciously chasen as .my
own. I stress the word consciously because consciousness is the greatness of
man and the burden of man. Other animals simply lack the capacitv to overstep
nature's regulatory mechanisms to any
large extent. They lack the magnitude of
control over their environment which
man exercises because of his capacity for
consciousness.

ed body, he made clothes and built houses
using nature's materials. The desira to
survive drove him to apply his mind to
the task of controUing his environment.
Modern man wants not merely to survive
but to live under the best conditions possible, to free his mind from the tasks of
bare existence in order to ponder the
workings and beauty of the universe.

Then why is man destroying the world?
Why does he continue to rape his mother,
the earth? In. his long, continuous struggle to the top he has thought only of
himself. His ancient fear of being cold
and naked in the rai n has made him regard nature as his adversary. He has
closed himself off from what he believes
to be the terrors of the wilderness. From
the safety of houses in cities and towns
he exclaims romanticly about the beauty
and mystery of nature, as seen in picture
books. Few take the time or have the
Consciousness necessitates responsibility. desire to see, experience, and understand
the "mystery" of nature. Those that do
Rational thought enables man to choose
are labeled "nature-lovers" and are regardhis actions. A conscious being holds the
ed as somewhat of a curiosity. These
responsibility for his choice of actions.
"nature-lovers" find difficulty e><.pressing
Mistakes are made but awareness of the
their understanding to those who care so
mistake invokes the responsibility of
little. How do you expiain the smell of a
laarning from it.
new dawn? How do you expiain the
sight and sound af a clear, clean brook?
Man's mind has given him the means to
rise toa supremacy on earth never attaimrl The deer or the chipmunk who wasn't
afraid of you? - t,o som~ne who has no
by another species. His inventions have
given him comforts, aesthetic pleasures,
ear to ?ear n~ture s mus1c, no _eye to see
nature s myr!ad f<;>rms, no des1r_e t,o underscientific knowledge, a healthie~ a~d
stand nature s dehcate web of l1fe s comlonger life, freedom to pursue h1s mterests, and even the moon. But in his desire plexity? "How nice," he says.
to be free of what he assumes to be the
irrational uncontrollable, frightening
lndustry. The complex machine invented
forees of natüre, modem man has forby rnan's mind to provide miilions with
gottenthat he isa part of nature. Man
the materials ~~eded to sup~ort high
has molded nature to his own ends. To ~standards of hvmg. Nature 1s the source o1
tJe free from the cold and rain on his nak- all raw materials needeet for man to live -

at any standard. The myth of boundless
nature is perhaps most characteristic of
America; and one of her greatest follies.
In the quest fgr "the better, new, improved way of life" modern man applied
his mind to the task of utilizing more
and newer materials. There was always
something new to be devised. and as
much of the old materials as he could
hope to use. New frontiers and virgin
lands inspired him to expand his bound·
aries and provide more and newer goods
for ever increasing numbers of people.
Untamed, untouched wildemess is the
unlimited source of material s for man's
progress. Manifest destiny. The myth
explodes in our faces.
When an industrialist who pollutes a lake,
but refuses to utilize anti-pollutian devices says, "Look, I have to make money,
don't I?" and pointing to the factory
across the lake, "Why don't you ask him
to stop polluting? Why pick on me? l'm
only trying to make a living." He is at
fault. But while we're pointing fingers
we must go all the way ·• to the source.
The congressman with influential friends
in business, who is afraid to legislate
against pollutian is at fault. But the person who buys this manufacturet's produets is perhaps at fault more than any
institution. Each and every individual
who buys marwfactured goods isa small,
but nevertheless integral})art of the mass
of individuals called consumers. In every
society where trades are specialized and
needed goods are purchased or traded,
the demands for production are m"ade by
the consumars themselves. An individual
exercises the power of his consciousness
by rationally determining his needs and
desires, placing a value upon these variaus
articles, and choosing from among them

those which he feels suit him best. The
consequences of his action become his
responsibility.
The blame and responsibilitv for the
ecological crisis rests on each and every
human being alive. It stems from a cor·
porate mistake and the responsibility to
correct it is corporate as weil.
Man's blame lies in his ignorance. He is
a selfish animai.Jn his ambition to excel
he has forgotten to look into himself to
find his fears, weaknesses, and greatest
quaHties. This tai\ure to scrutinize his
own nature as objectively as possible has
limited the use and understanding of
those capabilities inherent in his capacity
for consciousness. lf modern man had
become aware that his iear of nature as
irrational forces, hostile to human life,
was only an emotion stemming from the
naked man's vulnerability and from ignorance of nature's laws; he could have
applied his mind to learning abput nature.
This would have given him a basic under·
standing ot the proeesses at work in his
natural environment. He could have been
living in harmony with the earth before
science developed a mare detailed, diversified, and complete analysis of life's facts.
lf this had been the case, eco\ogy would
now be an old science.
Through history the overwhelming majority of men have refused to see the
potentiat greatness of man's mind. He
has consciousness, but he hasn't seen it
for what it is. Miilions who must be seen
as only semi·conscious, seldom detine
their values. Hence, incapable of making
a choice, they "follow the herd" or "do
what they're told." Th ey will not aecept
the responsibility for their actions,
blaming the consequences on some one ·else, an abstract..:..unnamable force, or
fate. These people are ignorant of them·
selves, ignorant of what it means to be a
human being. We are as ignorant of our
own species as we are of those others
which constitute our environment. Until
man learns to be fully aware of his parti·
cular functional capabilities and weak·
nesses, he will never live in comprehen·
sion and harmony with the functioning
of earth's ecosystem. The moon is not
the answer.
The only rationa\ solution * is for each
person to face his responsibility. Loss of
our lives and maybe all life will be the
consequence of the failure to aecept this
responsibility. All aetions have conse·
quences. The consequence of pollutian
is death- suicide. Man's drive to live is
the antithesis of suicide. Yet. his desire
to excel, if not accompanied by the tuliest
appileatian of his rational capabilities
will, through the neeessarv consequence
of action, cause him to commit suicide.
The logic of this situation is simple, but
education is essential to its comprehension.
America is the largest and most influential
country in the world -- and the largest
polluter {I include population under the
general term pollution}. lf pollutian can
be stopped hereit can be stopped anywhere. Educating 200,000,000 people to
the crisis at hand isa colossal job. It
must be done. Anyone who can undarstand the ecological problem has, by the
necessity of his own consciousness, the
personal responsibility to take on the task
to page 18
*I am being idealistic. There are alternatives, but they deny men the chanee to
fully develop those qualities that are the
source of his present surpremacy and the
means to man's realization of his fullest
potential. Two such alternatives are dictatorship and brainwashing. Forced ecology might save the human race, but in·
stitutions established by force are temporary at best.
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healthy ecologically. However, ongoing
research by NYU's Institute for Environemental Medicine shows that pollution,

bard
lands

mainly in three categories (nutrients,

""~ pesticldes, ai!d metals), are beginning to
tip the balance. lf you are a freshman at
Bard, you may ~e able to watch the shal-

low edge areas of the River bei ng taken

down as being too costly. Electric heat
for the station isa very inefficient use of
energy: fossil fuels are burned to make
heat which is used to generate electricity,
and the electricity is used to make heat
again, with power losses at every stage.
Better to burn bottled gas directly, which
causes relatively little air pollution. Other
lesser problems stiil unresolved include
potential erosion of the bank by drainage
off the station roof, and aecess to the
'
water for boats and people without increasing erosion of the bank by the already
existing paths.

/-

(l'm sorry. I have to get that kind of stuff
off my ch est. If you are interested in
reading about the NYU studies, there is a
paper on the exhibit table in my lab,
Hegeman 306, 'Water quality in industrial
areas: profile of a river," by Howells,
Kneipe and Eisenbud, from EN VI RON MENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
January 1970.)
'

David Young's special field is aquatic eco·
logy and water pollution. His initial research, some of which will begin this sum·
mer will be aimed at some basic physical
and 'chemical parameters of the Bays including tidal flushing and nutrient balance.
I think it is important to point out here
that we, the Bard community, are one of
the maior oolluters in the Sawkill water-

I havtm't written anything for the Observer for weeks, because my heart has been
in other things. I have mixed emot ions
now: writing this, ·and f don'fteel com~
pletely articulate. l've been down on'the_
North Bay a lot, making observations on
many as-peets of marsh life, arid especially
watchirig animals. This is what I really
enjoy, and feel I can do weil. Sleep at
nfght in a fixed-over duck blind,-observe
waterbird activity in early morning, behaviour of ducks, sandpipers, herons, songbirds, and others of the marsh, paddle around to examine sprouting and flowering vegeiation, ·muskrat nests, looking for
fish and invertebra-tes~ learning the signs of
anihlals too shy to show themselves to my
daytime eyes. I try to live in a- way which
makes th~ !east demands on th~ land; the
mare I ean live so, the closer I teel t-o this
-,d~d an~ - its-,orga!1·is~s. -.~Y. ancestc;>}_.; came__
frpm Europe two generations~a_go, and I
grew up iri a ciumbiing miJ<turl;l_of_~radi·
tions. I want toiearri the-way of whe-re I
am, so i can really he here. _When I_ study
naturi ana the -way welive in it, ,· see how
our st-Yle of living hu rts the Iand and the
thingsthat I love, and-it liurts me in my
ow n body. I try to sh are with other ·people
the beäutiful.and ugly things that I know;
i I find that J wani to see more of the beautV
! and to live closer to it, a·nd 't want to make
- my own u'gliness less. Since I am just writing words to you" Of! a piece of paper
that is very impersonal, l can't hear how
you re'spõnd to What l'm saying and I c~n't
be sure you understand. All I can say is
how 1 feel, and try to be as hon-est as I can ~
doirig it any other way isworthless to me:
I hope 'you believe me.
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The~e~are -things going on here I want to
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Field Staif~n. Bard ~iil be: b~ilding a .
small field laboratory for ecolog'ical study
of the North and South· Bays. Construction wil"t'tal<eplace this si.Jmmer. The station is being finaneed by the Merill Founda
tior1 grant for Bard's Ecology Department.
Ouring a meeting of the Ecolo~JY Committee (Bruce, Pierce, Weiss, Clarke, Chalmers)
with Oavid Young, Dick Griffiths and an
architeet, certain design featUres liJere decided on, ·and the slte at the mouth of the
Sawkill was visited. The station will b~ .
situated at the'loop iri the road that goes
down past the sewage treatment plant to
a boat landing on the Sc;>uth Bay. It will
be sniali. with just enough rooin for labora·
tory space for David Young and several
students that will beworking with him on
the Bay studies, and bunk space for night
work and visiting ecologists. Use will be
made of the area that is al ready cleared of
vegetation (apparently a house was sited
there long ago), and probably only one
- tree wili be cÜt. The building wUI be qn
-- ~. pile~. with storag~ spate for ~oats und~rneath.- It will have a sort of open porch
on the three elevated sides, and large windows looking out over the Bay. The forest
will remain undisturbed between the
building and the Bay and the Creek.

over by bluegreen algae, and exotic organisms such as Carp, Goldfish, Purple Loosestrife and Waterchestnut at the expense
of the things that we value like food, pure
water, recreation and natural beauty.
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Osprey. This bird is rap(my becoming
rare from pesticide poisoning, among other
problems. We are fortunate to have three
or four of them hanging around the North
and South Bays and Cruger Island, probably wandering immature birds. Try to
go see them in the next two weeks before
they teave, it may be your last chanee
ever. Look for a large black and white
hawk, flapping or soaring, diving for fish,
perehing in a dead tree between the Bays
or on the lslands. Other animals you can
see on the North Bay now are Yellowlegs,
ducks of several species (mostly males;
many females are on the nest), Snipe,
Bittern and other herons, and Muskrat
(also rearing young now).
Alewives. A silvery large-scaled herring
with a very compressed body, forked tail,
and sawlike scales on the belly. They are
spawning in the Bays by the thousands
now, after migratirqJ upriver from the
coastal waters. Look for them in the
mouth of the Sawkill and under the raiiread bridges. They are easily caught (legally by scap·netting) and can be pickled
or cooked in any way. Please don't take
mare than a few until you try them once.

Special provisions will be made for exemp- shed. Among our mare harmful wastes
lary disposal of potentially polluting
entering the Creek and the Bay are the
wastes: ~Ghemica!_wastes wi!l drain into a _ following:
tank of sawdust for remaval an_d bu.rial on
the upland away from water; there will be Large quantities of plant nutrients (ni·a chemic&l toilet tfiat can be emptied on . trate, phosphate) from human excrement,
the org<!_ni~ garden-'s 'com post hea-p . . cleaning _products, and wasted food; the
Utility lines to the station_will be under·
sewage treatment plant puts these into
· Summer. lf you are planning to travel
_ground. Construction of the building it-,
ideally -utilisable form.
this summer, orjust want to be outside at·
self will be in wood, with plain unpain~ed
home, and you want to learn something
wood o_t,ttside, preferably r~ cedar_wh1~h_ Soil (silt) washing down from bared ground of the natural
history or human ecology
is very _resistant to insects.and ~n.g1; tlliS
around the sewage plant, awdlliary pump of your surroundings, come see me - 1'11
is because paints are mult1ple pollutants . station, sewer !ines, roads, etc. adversely
try to lend or recommend something for
as weil-as bei ng unsightly in tf)e ~oods.
affects aquatic life in many ways.
you to read . We have very fine literature
_After cof!struction is ~om_pleted, th_e old
on the Great Smokies, New Jersey Pine
aecess ro_ad 'f'il_l be permanently closed, off Toxic metals and other substances such as Barrens,
California, Prairie, Hudson Valley,
at the sewage pl~mt. no vehicles will come baron and bromine from the science labetc. Also please read and save the Sierra
to the ~tion.~ ~I am-very -pleased -that~all ~~ aratori es; darkroom, swimming pool,
Club "Campihg Mä ru1er~s for Wili:lemess•c
of th~se 1deas were adopted, but I have
dump, and all painted surfaces; transport- elsewhere in this issue. I hope you have
certain reservations. Building anything at ed by water and air.
lots of joy, and take good care of our
all isa tremendous consumption of maMother the Earth.
terials. My suggestion of utilising salvaged Until recently the middle Hudson estuary
wood from the deserted village was turned from Catskill to Newburgh has been fairly
Erik Kiviat
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"I nebber run my train off de track an' I
nebber last a passenger" -the most famous quote of a remarkable- but unfortunately little-known woman.

•
•

harriet tubman

by harnessing hertoa barge loaded with
stones.

At this time, Harriet married John Tub·
man,· a frae Negro. Times were hard and
Harriet Ross was born a slave on the
crops in the plantations were constantly
Eastern Shore of Maryland, or the "tidebei ng changed, and the owners found it
water district," around 1821. Old Rit,
more and mare necessary to sell slaves
her mother, and Ben, her father, were
South, even if they were friendly to their
slaves on the plantation of Edward Brodas. slave~. There was now a constant, real
The only freedom the slaves kmiw was as
fear m the Ouarter as they saw the chain
very young children left in "the Ouarter" gangs passing every day. The threat beof huddied, one-room, windowless cabins, came increasingly real to Harriet as she
under the care of the women too old to
saw the plantation .grow mare dilapidated
work. From these women, the children
and fields lying fallow. She spoke about 1
learned stories of their ancestors and
this with John Tubman, every time she
"the middle passage" their forebears en·
said she would tollow the North Star
dured in bei ng shipped to America. This
rather than be sold. John Tubman was
lnstilled Minty (Araminta was Harriet's
free, he had been born of free parents;
childhood name) with her first sense of
he coufd not undarstand and he tol d her
her people and she began to undarstand
to put such thoughts out of her mind.
the constant tension and fear that she
He said she would never survive, and
felt around her.
furthermore, if she ran away, he would
teil the master.
At six years, sh e was given her first job carrying water to the workhands in the
The news came to the Ouarter even befields where she learned the rhythmical
fore the Big House. Harriet and two
songs of the fields. In the next three
brothers were to be sold South with the
years, the master hired her out twice.
next chain gang. In spite of her now
The first time toa weaver and"her hushorrible fear of John Tubman, she conband, where Minty looked after muskrat
vineed her brothers to run away with her
traps but was finally sent home when she
that night. When John was asleep, she
refused to learn to weave. The second
took the breakfast food and left silently.
time, she was hired toa nearby plantation The woodman's skills her father had carefor a child-nurse and housekeeper (at
fully taught her came to her aid as she
seven years old). She was beaten on the
back of the neck every time she let the
child cry. Eventually she was sent back
again as "not worth a sixpence."
From then on she was set to work in the
fields. Brodas hired her outtoa man whc
kept her outdoors at heavy labor. At
harvest time, the slaves of the two plantations were gathered for a cornhusking
fest. The masters were very nervous at
this time, as the slaves knew from their
tiqijt "intefplij~tõltioq".s'i!lt(IITI ot ~ommu
nication. One story was .t hät of Tice
Davids, a slave in Kentucky, who ra n
away from his master. Although the master pursued him five feet behind, he disappeared and was never found. The other
story that frightened the masters was that
of Nat Turner, a slave from Southampton,
Virginia. He was called "the Prophet"
and preached to the slaves about how
God had chasen him to be a second Moses
and deliver the slaves. Adding followers
from every surrounding plantation, he
led an uprising that killed sixty white
people, and was only quelled by the local
militia and Federal troops. Nat disappeared but was found two months later in a
cave. These rumors grew among the
slaves of a magic railroad that ran underground.

and potatoholes, attics of Ouaker and
German farniers, she found herself frea
and in Pennsylvania. She vowed that she
would redo this journey until her entire
family was out of slave territory.

She went to work in Philadelphia doing
her hated housework and ecoking in a
hotel. She saved as much of her money
as she could with the goal of returning
to the Eastern shore on a rescue mission.
She found Philadelphia a strange place,
but through other runaways sh e learned
of the Philadelphia Vigilance Committee.
which helped fugitives seeking help and 1
information about their relatives. It was
here that she learned of the extensiveness
of the. Underground Railroad and that
Philadephia was its center in the East.
Through all she learned from the people
(primarily Negroes and Ouakers) who
made up this committee, she developed
the conviction that any slave that knew
the stops could make it safely to freedom.
She arranged for the successtui escape
of her sister's family through the Vigilance
Committee, as weil as being able to keep
in touch with news of the Eastern Shore
from incoming fugitives.
The Fugitive Slave Law was passed as part
of the Compromise of 1850, which
meant that Harriet Tubman and all runaways like her were no longer safe anywhere in the North. lf was, of course,
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lead her brothers through the woods tonow twice as dangerous for her to return,
ward the North Star. Her brothers were
but in the Spring, she went back to
seared of her silenee and confidenee and
Dortchester County and brought out one
turned feartui and dragged her forcibly
of her brothers and two other men.
back. The next day Harriet knew that
she must go alone. Once mare she esShe continued working in hotels in PhilaAt the cornhusking, Minty saw a slave
caped the cabin, but this time, with her
delphia and Cape May, New Jersey, interpainfully precious hand-made quilt and
who was not working or singing, which
spersed with trips back to the Eastern
attracted the attention of the overseer.
some food, she made her way to the
shore to alleviata masters of their slaves.
house of a white woman. Many times
He waited until the right moment, and
Two years after sh e left Maryland, she
tried to escape across the fields. The over- this woman had stopped by the field
decided to make a special trip back to perwhere Harriet worked and promised her
seer pursued and Minty followed. The
suade John Tubman to go North with
her_ She had bujlt a wonderful image of
slave ducked into a store. Minty was ord- help any time sh·e needed it. She answared Harriet's knock with no surprise, took
ered to hold him but instead let him esthe life she could live with him in the
her in and fed her. She gave her the
cape out again and blocked the overseer.
North as a free woman. When she saved
names of the next two places where it
enough for .this trip, she dressed herself
He picked up a 2 pound weight and
was safe for her to stop_ Harriet left the
in men's clothing, her now usual travelrng
hurled it at the fleeing man, but it hit
precious quilt in gratitude. She had dis·
Minty, gash1ng her forehead. She was in
dress because of the increased danger and
covered the seeret of the real Undergrourd the price put on her head. When she ..
a coma through the winter and d id not
Railroad.
begin to recover until Spring. When she
found the cabin, she was crushed to find
had recovered, she found the people rethat John Tubman had taken another
After a long, silent, night trek through
spected her for her courage and they had
wife and only laughed at her and her
begun to call her Harriet, her adult name. the woods she came to the first place.
men's clothing, She announced her presWhe_n her knock was answered, she show- ence in the Ouarter and left that night
She tookto wearing a handana-the sign
of womanhood and al so perhaps to cover
with another group.
ed her oaoer and was taken in. Once
more she was fed but she became su!the scar that branded her for the rest of
picious when handed a broom and told
When she returned to Philadelphia, the
her life.
to ·sweep the yard, until she realized no
implications of the new law became inpasserby would suspect her if she looked
Because slave traders had refused to buy
creasingly apparent, with news of arrested
like she belonged to the place. At nighther during her deep sleep, she was hired
fugitives. Sh e knew that from now on
fall, the farmer loaded a wagon with proout once more to a local man who also
all her trips would have to end in Canada.
duce which concealed Harriet. He drove
hired her father to manage his slaves.
Her friends of the Vigilance Committee
until early morning, when he showed her
After much pleading, she was allowed to
schooled her in the Underground Raiia river to tollow to the second place.
work in the fields instead of the house.
read route farther north and her next
She had such superior strength that he
journey came to an end in St. Catherine's,!
At last, after ninety miles of sleeping on
let her "hire her time"- finding jobs for
Canada West (now Ontario).
the ground, concealment in haystacks
herself. He showed her off to his friends

Her first winter in St. Catherine's was very
hard, .but with the ai d of her fugitiv~ passengers she established her home there.
During the next six years, she fell into a
pattern of making a trip back to Marylaod
in the spring, working in Philadelphia or
Cape May until fall when she led another
exodus eriding in St. Catherine's.

The legend of Harriet Tubman was already
stranger than sh e knew. She was known
to many slaves only as "Moses" - many
thought she was just a myth and really
did not exist. Plantation owners were
now worrying about the silent man named
Moses who would strike lfke a plague unexpectedly and they would find half of
their slaves gone. She acquired this time
from the hymn "Go Down, Moses," by
which she announeeel her arrival (in a low
whispered song) in a "Ouarter." This
song was forbidden for anyone to sing
after the Nat Turner uprising. At this
time, the reward for her capture was
twelve thousand dellars and steadily increased as more slaves disappeared from
the Eastern Shore.
Eventually, Harri et achieved her aim of
bringing her whole family out; the hardest and last in the series was bringing her
parents. They had now grown too old
for the hardships of the usual escape
route. This was the riskiest trip also, because she had to use a wagon and travet
only at night and hide during the day.
_She took her parents to St. Catherine's
but they hardly survived the hardships of
the cold winter. In Spring, Harriet decided that they would be safe just over
the border into New York, and settled
them in a small frame house in an upstate
town, Auburn.
In the years that followed, Harriet made
fewer trips back south because her friends
had persuaded her that she was needed to
lecture to the people of the North. In
Spite of the fact that she_W1_') expgsing
herself dangerously, she held audiences
spellbound with accounts of her experiences. Her eloquence was not confined
to-~he abolitionist platform, but she was
also sought after as a women's rights
speaker. Her reputation spread all over
the North, and when the Civil War broke
out, she was enlisted by the Governor of
Massachusetts as a lookout (and spy) for
the Union Army. Throughout the rest
of the war, her duties varied between the
lookout work and work in the field hospitals.
When the war was over, Harriet returned
to Auburn and looked after her parents
until they died. In later years she married
again to Nelson Davis who was more than
twenty years younger than she. He had
tuberculosis and the Auburn folk said
she married him in order to take care of
him. Nelson Davisdiedon October 14,
1888, at forty-four. Harriet had repeatedly applied for a pension for herselfor
back pay for those years with the army.
Her claim was never allowed, but eventually she was given twenty dellars a month
as the widow of Nelson Davis, who served
in Company G of the U.S. lnfantry.
The last major act of good will was Harriet's establishment of her house and land
as a home for the sick, poor and homeless, though she continu~d to live there
herself. Her joy in life was now selling
vegetables to the women of the town,
who would spend hours on end listening
raptly to her endiess tales.
Her death on March 10, 1913, in many
ways represented the end of an era in
American history. In spite of her valient
work in the Union Army, she will always
be remembered as a conductor on the
Underground Railroad and sustainad by
faith in the living and the belief that God
willed freedom as a right that all men
should enjoy.
by Shirley _Cassara
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difficultto
talk about. The kinds of effects which
are gained seem to defy analysis. In telling the story of a single individualis escaps ·-from a German prison camp, Bresson
·
manages to touch on an incredible vari. ety of emotions and ideas. But if you
!'lok closely all that you seem to see is
an almost fanatically authentic picture
of the prisoner's life. A number of people were bored by the film. At first that
seems plausible, inasmuch as there seems
a total lack of emotion in the film.
It seems to me however that most of the
difficulty of this film and Bresson's
films in general comes from a certain laziness on all our parts. We are used to
being passiva at the movies. We like to
have the passian and the drama and the
action hit us over the head. We want the
director to do all of the work for us.
But Bresson doesn't work that way. He
concentrates on the smallest kinds of
nuances, the most refined and pared down
objects of our attention. Usualfy escape
movies are an opportunity for fast, enjoyable melodrama but Bresson takes the
genre as a medium for very intense spiritual problems.

By concentrating very cfosely on all the
little physical details of the hero's eeli
partieularly the door, the little spoon '
used for chiseling the wood, the floor on
which the spoon is sharpened, Bresson
dramatizes a transfiguration of the world.
The world is the whole impersonal ex·
perience of imprisonment and constraint
and the progress of escaping that particu~
lar world isa pracess of asceticism. Bresson never shows the German officials or
guards fully. They remain abstract, a
l<ind of absolute which must be transeended. lf al.l of this ~ems implausible,
far-fetched, it is mainly because of Bres·
son's rigorous rafusal to deal with these
themes explicitly or obviously. lf, how·
ever, the series öf small vignettes are regarded closely, the ritual element of the
hera's activity should be noticeable.
Considering, for instance, the difference
. between the scenes in whieh the prisoners are together, and the scenes when the
hero is alane, one becomes conscious of
the maddening routine of the group
· scenes, in camparisan to the ineredible
variety of feelings which the prisoner
alane gives us. Moments like the breaking
of the spoon near the beginning, or the
first shot of the prisoner looking out
through the bars, or that first magical moment when he leaves the eeli and walks
around the other eelis, are real ly amazing.
Certainly Bresson is not a very easy director to enjoy. He doesn~t give usa great
deal to work wl.th, but what he does give
us is so rigorously and exactly presented
that we shoul_d take pains to undarstand it.

psycho
"Psycho" isa film which made an enormaus arnount of money. It is nowa
crueial part of movie mythology. The
shower sequence "'{as eonsidered, in
1960, unusually daring and today for all
the nudity on sereen, its power remains
undiminished. The paradoxical thing
about the film's success is the fact that
it undermines all of our assumptions,
and gives us nothing positive to hold on
to. The final irnages of the film, Norman
sitting alane possessed by his mother,
and Marion's ear being dragged out of a
swamp, are irnages of total desolation.
The two who solve the mystery, Liia and
Sam, are so under-characterized and ultimately vapid, that we hav,e~'t th_e slightest interast in their destinies whatsoever.
The only people that we really relate to
while we're watching, Norm an and Marion, are both dead, Norman the mare
horrifyingly so by virtue of his being
eompletely possessed. There are no
phoenixes rising out of the ashes of
events; only the ashes remain.

Ai i of this takes on additional force when
the audienee thinks back through the
earlier scenes in the film. Hitchcock uses
all of his considerable rasourees in order
that we identity with Marion Crane. In
the office, with the vulgar elient feering,
the first scene where Sam refuses marriage, and the whole slightly macabre
presence of the polieeman, we have a
steady and continual narrowing of attention. Marion dom inates our attention
and our eoncern. Ineach of the early
scenes, with the used-car salesman the
policeman and the conversation wlth

Norman, we, along with Marion, appraise
and consider the rightness of steali ng
forty thousand dollars. At the moment
of Marion's realization that she must
give the money baek, we in the audience ,
breathe a sigh of rel.ief. We, it seems,
~av.e b:en vindicated. And the greatest
rndrcatron of that vindication comesin
the most elemental way: Marion steps
mt~ the shower for her, and our, purifi·
catron. It is at that moment that one of
the most horrifying murdars on film
occurs.
Hiteheoek's method here is al most unre·
mittingly cruel. There •is first of all the
presenee of Norman, beautifully played
by Anthony Perkins, shy, sensitive and
krnd. Then there is that image of Janet
Leigh smiling beautifully as she steps in.
At the moment of our dosest identification we are brf?ught up short, and the
nature of the setting allows Hitchcock to
play on our somewhat leeheraus voyeurism. A momerit beföre th~;~ murder, Norman places himself so that he can watch
Marion undress, and Hitchcoek allows us
the comfortable positian of superiority,
then one moment later he places us in
exactly the same position. All of our assumptlons, which are assumptions about
the plats of movies, as weil as our notian
of order and safety and innocence are
destroyed.
At this point we cling to Norman simply
because there is no one else and also b~:
cause we see him as trapped by Mother.
In the scene where hecleans up after the
murder, the shoek and terror he expresses
is very close to our own. Ineach of the
subsequent scenes between Norman and
those who investiQate the crime. our
emotions are disturbed,sinee none.of them
is shown to have any comprehension of
Norman's situation. We are tied to Liia
and Sam and Arbogast, since they will
reveal to us the answers, but at the same
time we are tied to Norman's sensitivity
and entrapment.
The scene with Arbogast leading up to
the second murder isa particularly acute
example of this method. On the one
hand we want him to find out about the
murder, but in his talk with Norman we
see him al most eruelly tarturing Norman.
Anthony Perkins does a beautiful job
here of registering a slow loss of.eontrol,
under the barrage of questions. We feel
almost as if we are beirig attacked. Then,
in the scene of Arbogast movlng up the
stairs, Hitchcock places the camera from
Arbogast's point of view, in a series of
slow iraeking shots which re-establish
his search for the mystery and our own
intarest in justice. The elimax isa dazzling eut toa high angle as Arbogast is
stabbed. The subjeetive camera, hereas
before, in the shower, places the knife
in our own hands.

strangers
ona rrain
"Strangers on a Train" laeks the controlled intensity which characterizes the
best of "Psycho" but it has other virtues
of its own, and the very best sequenees
rank with anything that Hitehcock did
before or after. lf one wants a peculic:r
demonstration of Hitehcock's brilliance
one need only look at what he does with
a simple cigarette lighter. This everyday
object, like the shower, and the merry-'
go-round, beeomes the object of our
strongest fears and hopes throughout the
film. Hitchcock emphasizes it in the
first scene of the meeting as Guy holds
it up to Bruno so that Bruno can light
a cigarette. It becomes the focal point
of the discussion, sinee it introduees the
character of Anne Morton. Later in what
is perhaps the most macabre scene in the
film Bruno holds it up to Miriam's face
before he calmly strangles her. It becomes one element in the virtuoso iennis
montage, and finally it becomes the
opportunity for the release of tension at
Bruno's death. Hitchcock uses the most
banally norma! objec~. a lighter, glasses,
to create the most extreme reactions.
The film eontains a mare explicit treat·
ment of the relationship between sexuality and violence which lies at the core of
"Psycho." The interweaving of Guy's
desire to get rid of Miriam so that he may
be free to marry the more attractive
Anne, is neatly balanced against Bruno's
oedipal jealousy of his father. And here
again, as in "Psyeho," there is an element
of suppressed homosexuality leading to
violence. All of these elemants are involved in the sequence leading to Miriam's
murderas Bruno skillfully pretends to be
eharmed. Miriam's smug sexual confidenee which was previously :.o al:tlorrent
to us in the audience, gives the murdera
typicalfy cruel poetic justice. Onee again,
we, along with Guy, are made to share in
the complicity of the act. And all of this
is made more disturbing by our knowledge of Bruno's motive, as Miriam invites
her own death. The image reflected
through the distorting lenses of the glasses
takes on the quality of an embrace.

As Jong as Robert Walker's gracefully
decadent Bruno is on screen the nuances
are beautifully worked out. Unfortunately the Farley Granger-Ruth Roman
relationship is rather a letdown by eomparison. It intensifies the ambiguity of
our responseto Bruno, but it doesn't
give us anything sol id to relate him to.
There are, however, enough scenes with
Walker to sustain the film. In particular
The final sequenee in the Bates house
there is the famous tennis playing scene'
brinQs these terrifvinq elements together.
Once again, in the scene ot Sam interroga· where all heads turn except for Bruno's
It isa good example of the way Hitch- ·
ting Norman, the normal, good·guy imcock takesan ordinary event and subtly
putes motives to Norman which he is
distorts it, so that we laugh and perhaps
totally innocent of. The casting of John
shudder at oncEf. When you think of it
Gabin, an incredibly vapid actor, helps
those faces turning bacl<. and forth are '
us to identity with Norman, but it also
real ly surreal, and the image precisely
sets up a neatimage of two men, one
detines the essenee of Bruno, both in
normal, the other crazy, both of whom
terms of the plot demands, and in the
look very much al ike. This scene leads
deeper element of homosexual obsessiveto Üla's walk through the Bates house,
ness. The other two set-pieces are also
everything slightly Victorian and mothbrilliant. In the first, Guy plays a frantic
eaten, with the recording of Beethoven
tennis match while Bruno attempts to
and the old childhood toys setting up a
recover the lighter. The whole sequence
suggestive image of Norman's complex
isa beautiful example of Hitchcoek's
situation. These all elimax in the final
pecu!iar talent for counterpoint and
controntation of the skull of Mrs. Bates,
design: the bright, sunny tennis court,
and Mrs. Bates manieally alivein the
against the dark intf;lrior of the sewer
eyes of Norman ; the swlnging light-bulb
the wide space as the two opponents'
an incredibly intense image of the shock
face each other, and the cramped closeof reeognition; and perhaps most terrifyups of Bruno's hand, all these elemants
ing of all, Norman and Sam, loekeel in
serve to extend the tension.
physical conflict so that their bodies
seem to merge into one composite image.
Finally of eourse thereis the merry-goround. The policeman, in a way typical
The force of "Psycho" is not that of a
oi Hitchcock, shoots the attendant. (The
well-constnlcted psyehological drama;
we don't understand, we only experience. police in Hitchcock's films are always
plodding, stupid, and ineffectual. HitchThe psychiatrist isa bone thrown to
those in the audience who desire explana· eock himself has admitted to an almost
paranoic fear of the pol ice, and one can
tion. "Psycho" takes a positian beyond
psychology and makes us aware of a kind be sure while watching his films that the
cops are always wrong, and will always
of potential for violence which defies
rational explanation.
to next pagE
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from preceding page
be fooled.) And there is th:.e iriiage of
total chaos wh ich we find in some part of
every Hitchcocl< film.
These scenes, along with the brilliant
demonstration of the art of murder by
Bruno at the sophisticated Washington
dinner party, confirm Hitchcock's control. In these scenes he charges the most
obvious experiences with fear and terror.
Hesets us up in our most camplaeent
attitudes only to wound us, and remind
us of the precarious nature of our existence.

OI'

sierra madre
"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre," remains one of the richest and best, and
most enjoyable American films. Its char·
acteri:zations are so vivid and pracise that
they keep turning up in other films. That
Mexican bandit has been im itateel many
times In subsequent Westerns, but not
equi:llled.

This film represents what are perhaps the
most fertile aspects of our American movies. Thereis in ita beautiful understand·
ing of the way sheer naked action can
reveal character; the way in which people
define themselves by the way they sit on
a park bench. or drink liquor or smoke a
cigarette. Few film1i, it seems to me, have
fully communicated so weil just what it
means to work hard. A simple scene, for
instance, like Bogart and Tim Holt (as
Curtin) shading themselves with nothing
to do on a park bench seem s to me to be
perfect. John Huston's direction here,
and throughout, is alwa'{S controlled but
never once imposing or self-conscious.
We are simply so involved in the story and
the characters that the director seems to
have disappeared. As Huston remarked
of the camerawork in this film , "lt's impersonal, it just looks on and lets them
stew in their own ju ice." As Huston's
later career demonstrates, this form of
simplicity does not always succeed but
here it works beautifuily. The characters,
the landscape, the weather, everything
is vivid and involving.

Throughout the history of the student
left, there has been a great tendency to ·
deal harshly with their own organizational
structures. SDS although founded on a
principle of participatory democracy
(each member of the organization votes
on policy and elects officers to carry
out policy and not set it) was constantly
plagued by criticisms of undemocratic
practice. Its leadars certainly d id set
policy and often against the wishes of the
members of the organization. This eventu-

~lyledtoSDS~demlreandafur~er

eyes of many persons and became a further invitation to the faddist. The BPP
did not properly deal with this, partly
because it created a source of sorely need~
ed funds and also because many members
enjoyed their sancitification.
Soon problems developed internally
within·the·BPP. h's reveal theSBP has

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

fragmentation of the student left, a move·
ment wh ich has never been real ly very
cohesive.

Although the criticism of SDS was warranted, members of the left have become
increasingly conscious of undemocratic
practices, in fact it has turned into an
incredible paranoia. At meetings and
conferences people feel cheated when
they don't get an opportunity to get in
their two cents. Everybody has a different idea of the structure that their group
should have, if any structure at all. The
consequence has been disasterous, instead of dealing with their objective, they
deal with the form. And in the end
nothing is accomplished except bitter
infighting.
But at the same time, I don't want to
say that the means justify the ends. Totalitarian organizations should not be
tol~rated. They should either be reformed
or abolished.

In recent years the white left flocked to
the Black Panther Party for leadership
and inspiration. In many instances Panther worshipping became the order of the
day. The figure of the lean Black Pan-

theG~ninh~d,wM~rtainlyw~wxy.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The fact, that here was a group out on
the firing Iine and "giving leadership to
the Black Community" relieved many
student leftists of the failures th ey had
experienced. Consequently the BPP re·
ceived an incredible barrage of press coverage and in many cases totally out of
Proportion.

faults and differences. lmmediately the
student left led by Liberatian News Ser·
vice attacks the BPP for its lack of internal
democracy. Never before had th ey done
so. But now LNS finds that is expedient
to attack the BPP. "After all the left can
never go along with unC:emocratic prac. its practices." It always must show 1n
tice and propaganda that the revolution
is utopia and that the student left is the
bastion of libetarian ideals. lt is forgotten that in order to build a new society
many mistakes are made.

This press coverage forced the ~PP up
against the wall, it made them the target
..,;._..,~~~~~ of every trigger-happy cop in al most
every city in the country. At the same
time it also helped to alienate them from
the Black Community in the sense, that
It forgets the contributions the Black
they were over and above the problems
Panther Party has made: the free breakThe acting in the film is superb, from
fast programs which feed almost 20 ,000
of the average Black American.
· Bogart on down to the smallest bit playars. Although the Bogart character is a
The incredible white support caused them children a day, the health clinics which
bit fast in its development, it is stiil exto become a mysterious cult group in the in many areas are the only adequate medcruciatingly effective. Part of the special
force of this movie for us, is seeing the
dark side, the underside, of the mytholoWHAT FILM WOULD YQJJ. LIKE TO SEE?
gical Bogart persona revealed in its full
paranoia, Of course, the key to the
film's success lies in the amazing Walter
Herets your chanee to help pick the movies for next semester1 Just_ fill in
Huston. The film critic James Agee
the form below and we (the Film Committee) will do our best to bnng them
observed "The character is beautifully
to you.
r.onc;P.ived and written, but I th ink
it
gives
who
Huston
it is chiefly Walter
_OlB.E.~lO.JL
IlTLE_
its almost Shakespearian wonderfulness,
charm, and wisdom ... Huston carries the
whole show as deftly and easily as he
handies his comedy lines."
...
Lo.

These two performances, and the perfect
casting of Tim Holt as Curtin (Holt was
a virtual nonentity throughout the rest
of his career) contribute tö the vitality o f
the film. Huston never made another
film equal to this one, but here, as in his
first feature, "The Maltese Falcon," he
shows a kind of understanding for the
ambiguity of human goals, the dark isolated essenee of heroic mvthology, ~nd ..
the deep primiti"ve.esserice of action al"'d
yiolence itself.
by Larry Gross

leal faclliti~s and one of the first proponents of preventive medical care, the loans
to weltare mothers, bussing programs
for friends and relatives to visit prisoners,
bail funds, and possibly most of all the
spread of the idea of cqmmunity self defense ·111 thefaee'of brutal police attacks.
The student left can forget a lot of these
things because they ar.en't neeessarv for

Return via campus mail to the Film Committee (Harvey Yaf-t:e, Vicki Garnick
Larry Gross, Robert Avrech, Ellen Cosgrove, and Nancy Galloway)

their daii,Y survival, I wonder if the Black
Community can.
The Black Panther Party is part of ~n
American tradition. lrishmen, ltaltans,
Jews and many others have in the past
formed community groups to proteet
the'1r communities. The BPP was form e.d
in 1966 because it was needeel for survival purposes in the Black Community.
.Yes ttiere are difficulties internally in the
any f
BPP as there are difficulties within
· organization. The central comm1tt1ee o
the BPP wielded to much power, both
h'
Newton and Cleaver acknowledge t hIS.
Women do find it difficult to have t e
same reponsibilities that men have, this
is true in almost allleftist organizations.
But at this point it is irresponsible for the
student left to dwell too long on this and
give it the press coverage'that the NixonAgnew-Mitchell clique enjoy. Because
the survival and need for the BPP does not
lie within the student left. Only the
Black Community can make a decision
on the relevance of the BPP and in the
end the BPP will reach its deStiny through
the wishes of that community.
At this point the student left should be
talking in terms of getting itself together.
But if they are coneernad about the
Black Panther Party there is a task to be
performed. The spector of three Panthers
on Death Row in San Quentin prison,
hundreds in jail, others in haunting courtroom farces should be intolerable to the
left.
Bobby Seal e and Ericka Huggins stiil face
the death penalty as they did when the
Panthers were in vogue. At this point it
would be good if the left went on a concerted drive to free all politk:al prisoners
and stop the genocide of BPP members.
Gena Elk

I think it is generally agreed that the recent events in Washington, perpetrated
by the May-Day Tribe have worked to
the detriment of the Movement. It's often hard to tigu re out why a specific action goes wrong, why it turns the public
against the Movement rather than for it.
Some factors are definitely related to indiscriminate .and_ill-advised trashing of
private individuals' property and to other
tactical errors on the part ot all ... ror,,..ornort•
I think some of the problems can be ascribed to poor exploitation of the media
and their representatives. Perhaps this is
not the best time to review two new
books that have come out, but the masters of media are back with some new
"ups" for everyone. Jerry Rubin's WE
ARE EVERYWHERE and Abbie Hoffman's STEALTHIS BOOK are perfect
complements and both further the cause
in their linear, ecstatic way.

Women's Liberatian would find plenty of
, legitimate fault with his attitude towards
women, but he has made 100% progress
in this area...s.in<;e_ DO IT!. There isa great
deal of self-criticism, and by extension,
Movement criticism on this subject, that
should open the minds of many Movement men. Once again his superficiality
is vitiated by sincerity.

the federal governmentl
Section two is entitled FIGHT! and is
based on the assumption that if we are
to survive as a culture, if any liberatian
movement is to survive, then we must
fight. But Hoffman is not a Weatherperson.

"Don't get hung up on the sacrifice trip.
Revolution is not about suicide, it is
''What if Mary Jo were driving and Teddy about life. With your fingers probe the
holiness of your b.ody and see that it was
died? Would she ever get out of jail?
THINK ABOUT IT!"
meant to live ... Become an international1st
and learn to ~pect all life. Make war on
He feels that male chauvinism was respon- the machin~. and in particular the steriie
sible for the fact that only men were acmachines of corporate death and the rocus~d in the Chicago Conspiracy case,
bots that guard them." While the first
wh1ch left plenty of genuine Yippie wopart of this hook is useful for everyone,
men with only derneaning supporting
this section demands a little mare com·
mitment to the cause of liberation. His
roles in the drama. He protests the fact
seriousness is quite understandable when
that Movement women are forced to be
secretaries just I ike in any macho business we remember that it is in part to him and
his co-defendants in Chicago, especialty
corporation, screams "HOUSEWIVES
Bobby Seal e, that we owe the spread of
ARE POUTICAL PRISONERS," and
Although the elemants of ego-tripping are
ma kes an attempt to relate chauvinism to the realization that we live in the Pig Emdefinitely present in WE ARE EVERYthe national War policy.
pire. lf you want to see what Amerika is
WHERE, it is mare of an intensely ,P_;Irson1L..----..;
up for if threatened, check out the latest
al projectian as weil as representing a
FB I 10 Most Wanted List, most of the
major ideolegieal step forward. We can
said. The show's format reduces all state- Besides ideolegieal considerations there
people are kids, wanted for political
find a lot of his subjective ramblings apme,nts to ma~ed potatoes, 'Armed Strug-. is il'l'::l·.•deqJots.. Qf,incredib!e insid~ dope
crimes, and about half are women! The
plicable to ourselves. Some of what he
~le ~u~ds lrke a detergent. Mediocrity · of tl{e·Conspiracy trial that reads I ike a
idea of internationalisr:n is also of importIS bu1lt ln ••• AII words could be co-opted... comedy version of Kafka's THE TRIAL
says may disaffect a large proportian of
ance. As Jerry Rubin and the Englisl1 YipBard students, but his criticisms are legit- Whatever I did had to be non-verbal, visu- relates his prison experiences (why are '
pies demonstrated for better or worse to
imate. Remember this next time you
al: to be revolutionary we had to break
these always so intense and moving?),
David Frost and a million British TV fans,
say, "No, man, l'm not into politics."
the format of the show ... The media conpays deterenee to the struggles of third
we are everywhere; what this book can do
trol our consciousness... li, didrr1J:!illm~--~orld groups fighting in the belly of the
is begin to tie Us together with a unified
r:nonster, discusses with some insight the
"Hippies who've 'dropped out of politics' if it wasn't on TV. Truth exists in
program of practical defense 'and offense.
images."
Weatherpeople phenomenon and just
have dropped out of life, dropped out of
But it is only the begininng.
about everything else that's happening
their own ability to feel and experience
From these quotes, one can get an idea of now. The most amazing story to my
the sufferjngs of others. Pill-dropping
the style of the hook, stream-of-conscious- mind is the one about the time Walter
FIGHT! contains sections on how to start
parents escape to the suburbs; pot-smok·
ness, spontaneous, and somewhat shallow Cronkite said to Rubin:
and run an alternate media newspaper,
ing hippies escape to the 'country.'
as weil. But an infectious enthusiasm,
Guerilla Broadcasting, essential demon"No freak will be free until Bobby Seale
and high spirit pervade the book that
"When the Nazis cometo my door, I hop€ stratian dress, and equipment, weapons
is free.,,
makes us want to believe, the charisma is you guys are going to be outside on the
for trashing, a General Strategy Rap, how
there. Taken from their context some
barricades."
to construc\ both amusing and more ser"The reyolution is nothing it it is not :;pir- passages lase much of their strength be·
ious bombs, i.e., stink bombs and pipe
itual but the 5piritual revolution by itseit
"The ne"'f book is very nicely put together bombs, First-aid, Hip-pocket Law for those
cause the hook isa whole, an environis"nothing .. .Spiritual revolution and psyment, and an event. We can check up on by a radical collective called Nguyen Ai
who are apprehended, some great shopchedelic capitalism go hand in hand.'"
Jerry's instant history and thecry because Ouoc lntercommunal Shitworkers Local
lifting techniques, how to make phony
110, and it i neiudes Iots of flashy pictures credit cards, Monkey Warfare, how to get
he lets us know exactly where he stands:
This tendency for self-criticism is one of
of Us, as Jerry puts it. You really should and care for guns (for the fanatics and
the soundest aspects of this book anda
take a look if you are interested in the
self-defense minded among us), anda sec"Radicalism does not proceed step by
long-needed and long-neglected area of
Jerry Rubin behind JERRY RUBIN,
tion on how to live underground. Are you
step, logically or rationally: radicalism
the hip communications network of whidl is an insight, a historieal explosion with
AGENT PROVACATEUR, the Movement, listening Bernadine?
this book is a part.
the Yippies, Chicago and other delights.
body and mind, an Apocalypse in which
lncluded are some easy but effective selfindividuals change themselves overnight...
As an agent of the living political theatre E~.Q!!!l!JiJ.~.r.~Q] uti onJ!IYJ~l!5-.!t1..<illl.D.9.l!l_' Abbie Hoffman's fourth book is the perdefensE! techniques with diagrams, achart
called Yippie, Rubin talks a lot about the !9.Y.Eh No one can 'explain' it, rm warning- fect practical complement to WE ARE
with important intormation about comuse of media, especially TV, something
mon CBW riot weapons, a list of medical
is given, and the causes are cataclysmic." EVERYWHERE. Assurning you are
the May-Day Tribe did not succeed in
"ideologically set" against the Kapitalistle committees willing to help organize medimanipulating. Rubin talks about appearcal teams for demonstrations, what to do
Amerikan Feudal Empire, STEALTHIS
His reasoning is highly subjective and
ing on the David Frost Show in England:
when you're AWOL in Sweden, and other
BOOK isa "Handbook of Survival for
should be taken as such, for it isa vision
good ies.
the Citizens of Woodstock Nation." ·r
comparable to a work of art. I deteet a
"Biah. Blah, Blah. Everything has been
think the best proof of the potential of
note of TH~ ~.OLITIC~ OF ECSTASY
The Washington 10,000 might have beneby Tim Lear-V.
this book imd the idea behind it is the
fited from the general strategy rap, "Every
fact that 30, count 'em folks, publishers
rock or molotov cocktail should make a
refused to publish 'it.
very obvious political point. Random
STEALTHIS BOOK is divided into three violence produces random propaganda resections with an Appendix of organizasuits. Why waste even a rock? ...When it
comes to automobiles, choose only police
tions that help people and other books
vehicles and very expensive cars like Lamworth stealing. Section one is entitled
borghinis and lso Grifos." They might
SURVIVE! and it is about FREE Food,
Clothing, Furniture, Transportation, LaOO, also have found his gang strategy and budHousing, Education, Medical Care_, Com·
dy systems tactics helpful. Hoffman also
lists the phone numbers of prominent
munication, Play, Money, Dope, and Ässorted Freebies. Says Abbie:
porkers like "Et Presidente," and "El
Assassin," Richard Helms. To tie up the
"Whether the ways it deserihes to rip-off government, tie up the phones.
shit are legal, or illegal, is irrelevant. The
dictionary of law is written by the bosses
of order. Our moral dictionary says no
heisting from each other... To notsteal
from the institutions that are the pillars
of Pig Empire is equally imm~rai."

Ronest operator, I just put in 87 do/lars in change
and ..•......•.....

Not all the methods deseribad are illegal
by any means. Much is just information
to enable you to get what you deserve as
a citizen, like food stamps, or to teil you
where the National Parks are, for example..
lf you can find an abandoned oil drilling ,.
rig. at_s!=!a, it's yours under the high seas
salvage laws. There is information on how
to buy a deeent farm, orgeta list of communes. The best item is one which tells
you how to get a free elk or buffalo from ,

"'.
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porno
DR. BOWDLER'S LEGACY,
Noel Perrin, Doubleday
$1.45. 226 pages
Everyone, hopefully, has read at Ieast one
erotie book. Whether one is of the Henry
Miller bent or of the Traveller's Companian Series ~rowd, one has to be involved,
no matter how slightly, with the great
liberalizations which have taken place in
the media world. Today's college crowd
is one of the significant generation~ in the
history of the censorship-expur gatton
game. Somewhere in the caverns.of ou!
ids we all pray that traditional vetls_ w~teh
have recently been lifted from erot1c ltter·
ature will be permanently disposed of so
that they may never again shroud one of
our most satisfying of literary morsels:
the erotic book. lf these desires are
ized this generation will be the one whtch
has had the ho.nor to be on both sides of
the coin of expurgation. Who among us
can forget the memorable day when
Fanny Hill becarne "legal." There are few
of us who will soon forget the sheer terror
test we be discoveredas we gingerly lifted
the mattress on our parents' double bed
to find our.treasure: a paperbac~, unexpurgated version of Joh_n Cleland s masterpiece. For many of us tt was Jame~ Bond.
ah! The Spy Who Loved Me, the ftrst
truly erotic work that we cou_ld carry
around without fear because tt had the
sanction of being a James Bond thriller!
J stiil have vivid memories of the day my
friend Billy was caught reading my copy in
an 8th grade music class. The teacher
looked at Billy, Billy looked at me, and I
let tall from my then virginallips, the
phrase'which I now most regret, "Would
J read a thing like THAT?" Gone are the
days when one should be embarrassed
about purchasing a eopy of De Sade.

rea!-

Perrin's book chronicles the bir!h, rei~n,
and last dying gasps of bowdlensm bnefly
and beautifully. He gives stories of many
passages which variaus expur~ato~s hav~
seen fit to prune, from Onan s ep1~ode .m
the Bible, to that of Gulliver's gemtals tn
Gulliver's Trave.~, and beyond. It you
have ever chaneed to read Shake~pea.re,
you might I ike to know the sordtd htstory
of expurgated ·.tersions of his plays, a~
leastone of which is stiil in print. It ts
of interest to anyone who enjoys erotic
literature. Some heroes will be tarnished.
Many will be saddened to learn ~f E~gen.e
O'Neil's brief fling with bowdlensm tn hJs
translations of Greek drama. However,
this sadness will be minor com~re~ to
the smug satisfaction as the realtzatton.
dawns that this is the age of the patenttall
perfect erotic masterpiece.
Lingha Mandyoni

under-

"Columbus, being ata party with many
noble Spaniards ... one of therTT undertook
to say: 'Mr. Christopher, even if you had
not found the lndies, we should not have
been devoid of a man who would have attempted the same thlng that you did, here
in our own country of Spain, as it is full
of great men el ever in eosmography and
literature!" Columbus said nothing in
answer to these words, but having desired
an egg to be brought to him, he placed it
on the table saying: 'Gentlemen, you
will not make this egg stand up as I will
naked and without anything at all.' They
all tried and no one succeeded in making
it stand up. When the egg came round to
the hands of Columbus, by beating it
down on the table he fixed it, having thus
crushed a little of one end; wherefore all
remained confused, understanding what
he would have ~id: That after the de_e~,
is done, everybody knows how to do tt.
This story may not appear to have much
relevance to Piet Hein. But it certainly
does when you read one of his poems or
see one of his super-elipses. Ouoted in
several biographical artici es, it is more
than an insight. It isa curious parallel .
with Piet Hein's approach to mathemattes,
ph\losophy anu poerry.
In his homeland Denmark, hei~ best .
known for Grooks, some of whtch are ~n
his latest book, GROOKS 3, about whtch
he has published over 7000. A Grook,
which sounds as though it com~. from the
anatomy of a dinasaur, is an ongma~ name
for his own epigrams. These charmm~,
often rhyming verses are an olla podnda
of the many facets of human nature. I
read these "Contucian" poems like the
message from a Chinese fortune cookieeagerly. Though each one is unexpec~ed,
they are all traditional epigrams treattng
concisely pointedly and satirically a
single tho'ught and ending with a witticism
or ingenious turn of thQught.
In "Here It Is" the poem seems naive at
first, like a nurserv rhyme. Some of the
phrases such as "What a dear little star!"
are just entertaining, but when you reach
the last Jine, that sly whimsy comes out.
The poem starts out as a geographic representation and ends in a face. There is an
aceurate sense of truth in the words without pretense ör pungency.
ON BEING ONESELF
lf virtue
can't be mine alane
at least my faults
can be my own.
"On Being Oneself" reflects an ironic selfawareness. Everyone has all your virtues
and none of your faults. lndeed, sametimes you are incapable of doing anything
right, only wrong. It reminds me of the
eliehe "you can't win for losing" due to
the tone of exasperation-go ing-to-smugness. The pain after having made a big
mistake would eertainly be eased by the
humor of this grook.

really needed right now for those of us
floundering about, trying to be new,
from p•eceding
trying to eseape, avoid, fuck up, libe!ate
and eonfuse the system that would hke
to ignore and impound us. A lot of .the
Yippie ideology I find naiv?, some stlly,
The section LI BERA TE! is composed of
but Jerry Rubin can sometu:nes brea~
four chapters, Fuck New York I Fuck
through to something meantngful. Hts
Clticago! Fuck Los Angel~s! and ~uck
book tends toward repetition, and I have
San Franciseal each of whlch detatls meth- it on good authority that his editor reods of survival generally listed under
wrote a lot of WE ARE EVERYWHERE,
SU.RYIVE! .ln.Slc:ldition, there are lots of
but it can be as appealing as it can be obspecial items I ike where to get free flowers
noxious. Hoffman has eschewed blabber
or meeta real ghost in New York. I!
for action, which is all to his credit. ~f
you're tost in LA. and "it's East~r-ttme
the questions of illegality or immorahty
too," you ca n get $1 0.00 for a ~mt of
hang you up, then read the New York
blood, and $20.00 in San ~ra~ctsco. The
Times to find out who is really immoral.
best th i ng about each sect1on IS the P.o1 think Thomas Jefferson once said sometential they represent. For a gene~atlon
thing
about the duty of the people to reof free floaters and travellets, ~ QUide to
volt if their government oppressed them.
how to survive and dig in fast tn strange
Anyway. you ean take what you need
cities is essential. It you can eat and.
and sk ip what turns you off. Some of
sleep for free in New York, why not m
St. Louis, Ann Arbor, Anc~orage, Tampa Abbie's advice is definitely relevant to
Bard -- "Avoid all needie drugs --the only
or Honolulu; Abbie gives his address and
dope
worth shooting is Richard Nixon!"
urges suggestions.
Yippie!
Both of these two new books are fine, .
by Eric Arnould
but maybe Hotfman's is closer to what IS
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This aphoristic poem has a form typical of
most grooks. He sets it up w~th the ~on
ditional phrase "lf virtue can t be mtne
alane." This is the exposition which informs us, very humbly, thaf his virtues
are shared by others. Then he coneludes
by saying his faults are his own .. T~is i~
no confession due to the sareasttc rmpltcation that no one wants toadmit he mioht
have your faults, though he probabl~ does.
The implication is heightened by savmg
his point until the last word of the last
Jine. Since there are so few words in the
epigram, the surpris~ co!lles_ all the more
suddenly. The imphcatton ts al so emphasized by his use of rhyme and metrics.
The same number of syllables are in eaeh,
and in simple rhyme. This order makes .
the epigram appear very logi~al. The log1c
conflicts with the erroneous 1dea of your
faults bei ng yours alane so that you realize
his sarcasm. Strictness of form is also exhibited in "Candle Wisdom.''

Here again hestarts out using the. condi-.
tionaJ "it" clause, and then ends tmmedt·
ately with the main se~tence. A~ i_n many
of his epigrams, he avotds a transttron
!ine, and he treats parallelism and repetition very carefully. Piet Heinarranges to
have the repeated words at the beginning
or end of Iines or at least in the same
metrical positian in succeeding lines. The
words "know" "candle," and "you" are
all used twice'and in the same position.
The concluding word "bright" does not
come again until the end.

wt,Ly
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DRAWING NEAR
You draw
the near things
nearer
by making
clear things
queerer.
Steinberg, whose work often covers the .
New Yorker, accentuates people and the1r
surroundings with extravagent, swirling
Iines and bright watereolors. Their message is intrinsie because of the mood he
creates by putting together so many untikely combinations in such a matter-offact way (pictorial epigrams). Steinberg
has said "I call myself the inspector and
my pro~ssion is: discovery of questionsmy questions become my symptoms, so to
speak as weil as the symptoms of others.
In other words my answer." Thisisa
complicated expressian of Piet Hein's own
ideas:

CANDLE WISDOM
lf you knew
what you know
when your candle
has burnt low,
it would greatly
ease your plight
while your candle
stiil burns bright.

1
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Solutions to problems
are easy to find:
the problem's a great
contribution.
What is truly an art
is to wring from your mind
a problem to fit
· a solution.
This grook has overtones of the egg story
of Columbus. The Spanish gentlemen
spent so mueh effort trying to find a solutian that they forgot the conditions of
the ~roblem. Columbus defined the preeise problem which did not say that the
egg could not be crushed, and salved it in
seconds. "Art isa solution of a problem
which cannot expressed explicitly until it
is salved," retarts the Danish wizzard.
This is in the vain of Sherlock Holmes
whose solutions always seemed so basic
once they had been revealed. This also
hints at the order of the creative process.
You do mueh studying and then let all
the ideas become a natural part of you,
Out of all the discipline and training
arises some new idea.

The metaphor of burning a candle for
Iivi ng life has become quite famili~r .. The
idea that it would be so much easter tf
you knew as a young person what you
know as an old one is also trite. To be
effective an epigram must be perfect. In
a poem the irnages and acti<:ms are ~lways
there even if the message fatls, but m an
epigram you have only a few words. Unfortunately, though I respeet the integri~y
of grooks, some of them just seem to mrss.
Perhaps this is due to the difficulty of
their translatian from Danish or the fact
that my senses were dulled after reading
so many of them.

"The subconscious is as neeessarv as the
handkerchief which the magician puts over
his top hat. The rabbits couldn't come
into bei ng inside the hat without that
handkerchief. Not for any mystical reasons but for the very reasan thi:lr conscio~sness requires explicit questions and
answers.''

An interesting parallel to Piet Hein is
Saul Steinberg, to whom "Drawing Near"
is dedicated.

le."

"The true ereative process, the solving of
implicit problems, which is the same
throughout human activity, is the source
of all art and the true human characteristto page 19
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by Lauri

jeremy steig

Jeremy Steig gave a phenomenal concert didn't cavort around or seem to whirl into·
here a week ago last Tuesday, in spite of a sabre dance or something.
the bad accoustics in the Chapei and poor
Bard amplifiers.
The drummer, Don Alias, who plays with
Nina Simone, in contrast to this, ·was very
Songs included HOME, COME WITH
active and very laud. The beat was there,
ME, GIVE ME SOME and CAKES. At
but the counter-rhythms played around
times, his flute seemed to whisper or
with it in every conceivable way. He
scream, at others it varied from a genti e, slapped the drums so hard that one of the
simple melody to very fancy jazz ornasnare heads broke, and Stuart ran out to
me('ltation in glissandi that covered up
get another one. Steig switched the
the whole theme, and seemed to create
drums while the drummer continued the
new ideas themselves, past the melody
beat Ofl the other drum heads, and the
and too obscurely related to it, until
rest of the group kept playing.
somehow th ey returned, and, yes; they
were the melody, undera transformation Jeremy Steig, who has studied "classical
that returns to the beginning. Por a
and all that sh it" a long time ago, said
change' in texture, in one sang, he toyed
that their group has been together 7
with the use of embouchure rolls and
months. He plays sometimes with Martie
rhythmically tapping the keys, a gimic
Murrell and Eddie Gomez, who is the
bass player with Bill Evans. In a statethat worked because it contrasted with
the rest of the concert.
ment after the concert, he said that he
used Eddie Gomez and Martie Murrell
The general mood was intense. Jan Ham- when Bill Evans isn't working, or he tries
mer, at the piano, who plays with John
to use the band he played with for the
con ee rt.
Mclaughlin and Sarah Vaughn, grimmaced, screwed up his face and squinted
at the piano. One solo, using a Ring
"lt's kinda n ice-. I get to play with everyModulator, sounded like it would tear
body. Don's made 3 records with me.
the piano apart, or electrocute the pianThe other guys are on the last one. I
ist. Other ru ns were frenetic and potent. haven't recorded with them before.
The bass player, Gene Perla, who plays
with Elvin Jones, was tall and draped over
one of the amplifiers as he played. His
i mage was of the steadi n ess of a tree, as
he confirmad the beat through the ruri of
the bass. His solo was mare interesting
because it left the steadier rhythm of
the back-up pulse and became a stranger
melodic message. Yet eventhis used a
certain 'arriount of restraint -·the sound

I

"Most of our music's improvised, and we
write it down from the tapes after we
play it, so that we can copywrite it. We
sort of do it together. Ittakes Jan a
couple of hours. It takes me two weeks.

I hope we can make enough money to
keep this together."
by Lydia Ayers

experience
azz in sound

The invalidity of the melting pot concept
in American culture is reflected in the
development of jazz in the fifties. The
dominant theme in contemporary jazz
has again turned to blackness. In an effort to preserve the integrity of a shared
lifestyle and musieal experience, the
black giants of the jazz field have in re·
cent years maintained a closed shop.
Norman Mailer in his underground polemic THE WHITE NEGRO providesus
with a chronicle of the disintegration of
token black integration of the American
cultural life.' The jazz club became the
focal point of interracial social life, and
it was therethat the lagieal outcome of
integration became apparent As a defense against this threat of the "golden
nuptial," Uberai whites retreateet from
effective comp'etitive dialogue with blac~.

mai traditions" is heretical. Bach, for
instance, viewed out of context is merely
a brilliant musician. The revered place
that he holds in traditional Western culture is made possible through an awareness of his milieu. Chariie Parker, John
Coltrane, Roland Kirk, Miles Davis, and
Elvin Janes may be lookedatas isolated
musieal phenomena or as progenitors of
a fertile protean wellspring of American
culture.
There are too many examples of white
musicians-Phil Woods, Joe Zawinul,
J.R. Mantrose- who live, work, and play
jazz out of the best funk nittygritty tnidition for anyone to ela im that white
folks are "different." The reality is that
most folks are different, for if the black
musicians depended on a solely black
au dienee to sustai n their artistic careers,
they would be doomed to anonymity in
the system as we know it.

Most black professional musicians are
aware of the phenomenon of the white
musician who claims an inherent genetic
When young white musicians speak to me
difference that restricts him from the
about the privifeged and unique positian
development of a complex and sophistiof being black, I refer them bacl< to the
cated conceptian of rhythm. White musi· source and suggest in good faith that they
cians plead an inability to apply a prag·
find a woman who for them epitomizes
matic methodology to the development
blackness and engage in cunilingus with
of a sophisticated polyrhythmic approach her. This physical and spiritual pilgrimto music. Admitting the advantages of a
age culminating in this symbollc act
polyrhythmic conception, the factors
would be the deciding factor in determinenabling blacks to develop this conceptian ing just how "different" blackness is.
are seen as minuses, e.g., natural rhythm,
lack of uptightness, lack of intellectual
Howard Keil in Urban Blues and Frantz
baggage, lack of"moral restraint. They ad· Fanon in his poiemiCsderriand that whites
mit this to be a postive value, but continbreak out of the prisons of a ealoriess
ue to view it as something that can only
{white) world and join in the creation of
be expiained in terms of negätive value ..
a third entity. Whites' unwiflingness to
attempt this is the major cause of the reJazz, I maintain, cannot be approached
turn to blackness as a theme in jazz, and
from a neutral positian via its histor{cal
the reiuetanee of blacks to work with
origins, evolution, and essence. Roland
whites in jazz on the same basis of second
Kirk aptly deserihes jazz'as black classical class citizenship generalfy encountereCJ in
music. It is not imP.er~ltive that those who the American culture.
perform this music be black, but to be
on other than familiar footing with "forby Dave Philfips

The music of the incredible String Band
isa ceremony of creation. They are the
troubadors of the ancient song of life reawakened by the new culture and the
modern paths for the exploration of
inner space. Ustening to them, you may
hear your own inner voice.

negleet
It is among the goals of a small, liberai
arts college that an education be provided to every studentJallowing him the
full vantage of personal contact with instructors and an increased availability of
educational equipment. While Bard Col·
lege is generafly able to provide this type
of education to the majority of students,
in the music department it has relinquished this principle altogether and is presently pursuing a policy indifferent, if not
harmful, to the requirements of an ade·
quate musieal programme. A rundown
of the present departmental faci/ities
wilf illustrata the situation.
Material ly, the status of the music depart·
ment is pitiful. For a department of at
least 35 majors, there are presently eight
pianos available in Bard Hall and Annandale House. In the latter, two are of good
quality, two poor, and two worthless.
Thereareal so 5 other pianos sprinkled
around the campus, all ridiculously out
of tune. Otherwise, the college stocks
5 wind instruments for Collegium Musi·
cum, the chapei organ, one broken electronic organ, and a dearth of available
sheet music. There is no harpsichord,
although the students have requested it.
Perhaps most appalling is the i~redi.ble
fact that there are only four music
stands: performance groups are severely
limited, and students are forced to tape
their scores to the walls du ring rehearsal.
But the material failings are not the most
serious. The essential, and most damag·
ing, deficiency lies in the short supply of
faculty. During the norma! course of
events, the music department can lav
claim to 3% faculty time slots, and the
present absence of Dr. Sleeper- with no
replacement provided - reduces this
figure considerably. Luis Garcia-Renart,
two time receiver of the Pablo Casats
award for celfo, is presently the greatest
bone of contention. Once a tuli-time
instructor, Garcia-Renart's status has
been reduced to half-time (although he
works here far more than he is paid for).
lf the emphasis upon the performance
major at Bard is not increased, he will
probably leave.
And what of the performance majors?
The lnstrumental Studia provides indiv·
idual instruction in cello, guitar, organ,
and piano. But majors in flute, trombone,
etc. must spend an addition~l $250 per
samester for courses and transportation
with ott-campus instructors, despite the
fact that they already pay over $1500 on
Bard tuition -the college does not supply ·any of the money. With the present
lack of faculty time, insufficient material,
and added expense, many talented stu·
dents leave Bard to get at least an adequate musieal education elsewhere.
John Reiner

They began by playing folk music, and
have always remained rooted in the folk
tradition. Yet even their first album,
made many years ago, departed in its
lyrics into realms of the imagination,
childhood visions, hip fairy tales. Folk
music colared by a new cosmic sense of
things. After making this record the
group split up for awhile in order to begin their individual spiritual search. This
search was to lead them to Eastern lands
to acid, yoga, Scientology. What they '
have emerged from these variaus trips
with is an hanest sense of the Order of
the Universe, an ability to truly apprehend man's organic presence with in In·
finite existence. But they are never into
easy formulas for explaining the great
riddles, they present their understanding
through paradox and mystery, and for
this reasan they oftenperplex the uninitiate. In a movie they made called "Be
Glad," Robin was asked why he wrote
songs. He answered, "lf I was abi e to
teil you why I write songs, I wouldn't be
able to write them."
Throughout the eight albums they have
released, the String Band have been constantly growing, expanding the forms of
their music, and being themselves and
expressing the theme of evolution that
is central to the meanings of their songs.
The most dramatic development in the
changes they have gone through occurred
in the production of "U", a "surreal
parable in sang and dance" which was
created and performed together with a
dance troupe cafled the Stone Monkey.
This was more than music, it was complete astral theater. The show combined
the elements of story line, poetry and
music, dancing, artwork and costumes to
attain a very high plane of experience.
The concert of Sunday, May 9th, at
Philharmonic Hall, demonstrated a continuing movement by the String Band
toward a fusion of music and theat.er.
The relationship of rock to theater is
weil known and much demonstrated by
groups such as the Who or the Rolling
Stones. · But what the&e groups have d one
is mostly to offer a theatrical presentation of the music, whereas the String
Band are seeking to let each element be
its own vehicle and yet complement the
other. A shift in their personnel,.the replacement of Rose with a former member
of the Stone Monkey nall\.ed Malcolm,
may be in part responsible 'for this new
direction. OJ1e segn.:.·ent of the concert
was entlrely devoted toa comical theater
piece starring Malcolm. Also unusual was
that they did not play any songs from
al ready released records, the entire concert was made up of new songs. The new
stuff makes much more use of electric
instruments. At one point Mike avan
turned his back to the audience to face
his amplifier, rock style, and did some
loud rockin' out. Yet everything they
did seemeda natural outgrowth from all
their past work, retaining the sameloving
feel for harmony and the beauty of music and poetry. The title of one song
was "Evolution Rag," and that is the
dance they are doing. Their songs teil us
to listen to the message of our eelis, to
grow according to the patterns of expansion that all of Iife is busy following.
They bare a message that is beyond time,
and so th ey are not afraid to use the new
media of theater and electric music to
convey that message. They evolve.
When the String Band play, one sees on
their faces a·smile that comes with a
whisper of certain,ty from God that everything actu~lly isa? it is.
by Richard Grabel
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of the thousands of American boys who
have willingty given their lives for freedom, we seek a just peace. But an unglorious peace is better than a dishonorable
war, right? Never yer' mind.

TO

tment to a friend, we cannot let our
In 1954 American advisors went into
friend down. Maaa fellow Americans, the
Vietnam to proteet American rubber Jnpeople of Vietnam want the freedoms
terests and our French allies. Some sevthat any other people, of any other naenty years before, French Colonialists
tion, desires. We are there to help them
decided that Vietnam would make a fine
gain these freedoms.
colony and without much ado incorporated Vietnam into their very own French
lndo-china. Everything's fine, everyone's
happy; until World War 11. Come 1954
and the Geneva Conference, the world
(the world?) decided that for their comfort and happiness we must divide this
destitute country into two autonamaus
states. A northern one, run by a scrawny
man with a funny beard, anda republic
in the south maintained by a quasi-puppet
of the American government.

Ouicklike.... unto this confusihg and melodramatic scene comes the Minnesota
knight in grey armor. Herehe is... Eugene
McCarthy. An intellectual, anda poet.
In politics? America's children cut their
hair and put on ties to work for our savi ng

"lOU! KILL!
KILL!
-WHERE
WILL IT

ALL END?"

It started with speaking out, pleading
with those sincere but misguided men of
power. Tch. Tch. Didn't work. Johnson sent in five-hundred thousand. So we
demonstrate. McCarthy, a fleeting hope.
Then confrontation.

Then what? Why wasn't everyone happy?
The world did its best to assure a just
solution. Just who are these troublema·
kers in Vietnam. Ho Chi who? Minh.
He's a communist. We God-directed
Americans must proteet the free world
and ensure a free and democratic countrv
in South Vietnam. Beware .... monolithic
communism. Weil, look at it this way,
you have a row of dominos ... Those dear,
God-fearing Americans; Mess~s. Bundy,
Achenson, Dulles and Ike, these men
know what they're doing, if they didn't
why is he president and the others his
advisors? Really now ... they wouldn't lead
uswrong.

1, 2, 3, 4 --- we don't want your fuckin'
war! Groovy. Dismantle the War Ma·
chine! Heavy, man, heavy, What do we
want? PEACEI Wheh do we want it?
NOW! Yeah, yeah. Right on. People
are dying, babies are burning.

What about John F., the liberal's Liberal;
America's youth and dynamism personfied ... how could heleadus wrong? There
were only twenty-ffve thousand iri Vietnam when Lyndon came to the presidency.
We can't blame Kennedy, can we?
What about Greece? Hun ... and Spain?
What about them? Some other time,
Lyndon, ummmmm, Lynn-donn Johnnnson. l'm a very busy man.
sonn, anybody's grandfatherly grandpappy. But he's our president, we must supAnother fifty thousand here, seventy five
port him. Besides, with McNamara, Westthousand there, more than half a million
moreland, Rostow, and Rusk advising
in all. Planes and hellcopters, bombs
him, he must have our best interests at
and napalm, billions of dollars in military
heart. So what's another fifty-thousand.
hardware and the most militarily and
technologically advanced nation in the
THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND AMER- world fighting that rag-tag, bush league
army in the wilds of Vietnam. Hell,
iCAN TROOPS IN THE JUNGLES OF
we'll just send in so many boys and $0
VIETNAM TO FIGHT A WAR THAT
mu ch equipment that that tiny, hungry,
NOBODY KNOWS THE FIRST TH ING
senseless, communist nation of North ViABOUt. NOT WITH MY LIFE YOU
DON'T! The American people are waking etnam and their Viet Cong friends will
just have to Jose. Simple as that.
up. Cry out against our injustices abroad.
Let it be known that we don't want this
war. Civil Disobedience.
Weil things didn't"go exactly that way, as
we all know, nevertheless our government
Commies, nothing but. J. Edgar doesn't
decided for us that America, since Amerilike these anti-Americans. George Wallace cans are America and all that America
hates both the plnkos here and their com- stands for are what we Americans ch eri sh,
rades over in Asia. Throw these damned
could not suffer the shame of losing.
protestars in jail, and for the North VietHonor, you know. God, flag, country.
namese: bomb 'em back to the stone
It seems that God is always on the side
age. Military Victory. We have a commi· with the biggest guns and the most men.
c1rpotcr
milleer

~t111net

1ftHilli

lfe11 wortcer
stone cuHer
shnt rnet11
phllnbcr

lt•ker
ttutcher
uungc rnakcr
·ckaf, hotcl tr1cfcs
prlntcr

.auto mccft•lllc
auto bQIIy mall
n-.dlc trades
sadlfls m1kcr
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period in Norway or Germany and return to
the United States as a skilleel craftsman with
European training. Best preparation for good
earning job, technology studies. or language
skiUs. Also college grads. Orientation course,
travel. intensive language training abroad,
paperwork aU arranged for you. Men, Womenr
ages 16-25. Write orcall for free ·brochure.

APPRENTICESHIPS
IN EUROPE

A charcoal broiled baby lying in a ditch
in a "pacified" hamlet. Better dead than
red. Yuk. Yuk ... A gook ..'.is a gook ... .is
a gook. Shoot anything that moves, anything with slanted eyes. You can never
teil. Did you know that the Americans
have dropped mare bombs on Southeast
Asia than in all of World War Two.
Really? That's quite fascinating. Fifty
thousand American boys have come home
from their patriotic duty in green plastic
bags and metal boxes. Two million
Asians have died (two million?? Gee,
that'sa lot) in our protection of them.
Weil as General Sherman said: War is
hell. A well-rounded point. Bravo.

~

The democratic American political two
party structure will now begin with its
democratic function. Richard Nixon,
that oi' son-of-a·gun. Tricky Dicky drop·
ping by to fulfill his God-ordained abiigatian to America; vs. Hubert Horatio
Humphrey. But first .... a little problem
in Chicago. Weil that's over and election
day has come and gone and we find that
with all of 41% of the American vote we
have a willing and daring, sincere and.
hanest politician in the White House that
will bring us together. On top of that,
Mr. Nixon has promised to end the war.

angel. The New Hampshire primary.
Johnson is threatened.

Let's be rational. 1'11 stop the bombing
and we'll make an hanest and conciliatory
effort for peace. We'll sit down and try
November 15, 1969, one year later. Half
to reasen with our enemy. Round table.
a million Americans flocked to Washing·
Oval table. Square table. Plush chairs;
ton to register their protest of American
straight back chairs. We're making an
involvement in Vietnam. Mr. Nixon
honorable effort for peace. In the name
watched football. The War goes on.

to page 19
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18SPEOES
from page6
of educating others and to live an ecologica11ifestyle himself. legislators must be
forced to pass laws against pollutian and
to start massive educational and propagandistic programs if neeessarv. I ndustrial
pollutars must be stopped; legislatlon
may help, but considering the power of
many industrialists and the slowness of
the leglslative process, other measures
may need to be taken. Consumer protests are an example; a box burn-in or a
bottle smash·in on the steps of the industry's office building would get publicity and might help. The consumer is the

It is very clear that most of the responsibility for pollutian control must start at
the lowest level in the hierarchy of societ·
al power · the individual. Each person
must learn which of his aetions are ecologically sound or unsound. This requires
information from ecologically educated
individuals. He must then alter his lifestyle accordingly. By buying returnable
bottles, recycling paperand cans, using
!ess electricity and water, using his car
less and installing an anti-pollutian de·
vice, retraining from buying over-processed and over-packaged food, wasting
less of everything, buying articles of quality for long use, and making himself as
aware as possible of the ecological proeesses in the environment and of his role

essentiaf element to the manufacturer's
survival. lf people refused to buy pollu·
tion causing products, the manufacturers
would be forced to meet their demands or go out of business. Violence is always
a questionable measure and the least de·
sirable, but in a case where all else fails
and it is a question of life or death for
humanity, those who find themselves capable should exercise this alternative.
A factory or factories which pollute incessantly and which refuse to aecept the
necessities of ecolagieal care, should be
bombed unexpectedly with a 20 minute
warning to remove workers. Several wellplanned bombings might induce other
f.actories to take the less burdensome
cost of installing pollutian controls.

as a rational being, living in the environment. As he Jearns, he too must become
an ecological educator.
We now have a choice. We must use the
tuliest capacity of consciousness to choose
our actions. lf humanity does not suc·
ceed in coming to grips with the meaning
of consciousness and the responsibility it
places upon man as the most powerful,
hence dangerous of all species, we will
have abdicated our right to choose. Nature will make the choice for us. We will
all bear the responsibility and face the
consequences. Make your choice now.
Life or death?
by Sharon Murphy
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PIET HEIN

from page 15
This apprtiach is what makes his epigrams
so curious. The form Ctoes not change for
each one, nor are the ideas themselves
original, but the language is qt,tick and
fresh, and very natural. Everything is
placed in a new context, alluding toa new
reality.
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adds to the cleverness. Besides wliich the
idea deserves mare explanaiion.
The opposite of stupidity is not the opposite stupidity. The real opposite of stupidlty is wisdom. Says Piet Hein, in his essay
"Of Order and Disorder," "ldeas often
hang together in a form Iike that of a
horseshoe, so that the two extremes are
close to each other and the real opposite
is at the far end of the curve." As I see it
then stupidity is all that which lies in the
middle.

Th ey differ from the real ity of traditional
epigrams of the Romans. They both sacri·
fice poetic flavor to point but the Ramans
to the point that stings and Piet Hein to.
the point that charms.

Piet Hein exhibits most of his intoteranee
for the gap between "cultism" and "technocy" (not unintentionally sounding like
occultism and idiocy). Cultism relies on
tradition, on former cultures, and technoc~
I wonder what effect Piet Hein's epigrams is "nontraditional, having its roots directly
in the soil, in nature .." A truly creative
will have on modernjiterature. T.K.
Whipple said of Mart1al, a master epigram- attitude arises out of a combination of
the two.
ist, what I think may be true of Piet
Hein's aphoristic verse, "An age which
exalts him isa disillusioned and skeptical, Piet Hein, now 60, has possessed this combination since his days at the University
a sophisticated and cynical age; it holds
up realism as the end of art, for it under- of Copenhagen, where he studieel both
physics and philosophy. Whether it is
stands and .has faith in only the concrete
poetry or math, he thinks the sam e way.
and the ir;n'mediate."
Though I have only discussed his poetry,
mathematics is his forte. Du ring the
Steinberg has also said "Ouestions are
dreams, answers are dream interpretation, designing of a plaza-traffic circle in Stockand. they both have independence, beauty holm, the architects were unable to find
a shape which was conducive to the flow
an,d truth - especially the questions.
But questions and answers [like dreaming of traffic and yet made maximum use of
the area. Piet Hein salved the problem
about dream interpretation] are night·
by examining the shape of the egg, the
mare." Grooks are not complex. They
elipse. By i~creasil]~ the formula's factor
are often heuristic, suggesting questions
or answers; yet, much of their beauty lies over 2 (J-il
z:a .1.
), the shape
converges towards the rectangle. He calls
in their shnplicity. On the other hand,
it the super-elipse. "The super-elipse has
they come close to soundling Jike lir:nerthe same convincing unity as the circle
icks- cute, and the thoughts sound too
brief -like Chinese fortunes. Each grook and the elipse, but it is less obvious and
is really expressing a developed idea as I
less banal.;' In three dimensions it isa
have discovered by reading his essays, but "super-egg" since it will halanee on either
the poem does not develop it.
end {to, perhaps, the chagrin of Colum- .
busl.. Of course any mathematician would
THE OPPÖSITE VIEW
have known this formula, but it was an
artist who appi ied it.
For many system-shoppars it's
a good-for-nothing system
Piet Hein has the experience of several
b that classifies as opposites
fields, and so when he specializes, he draws
not from one discipline but several.
Jitupidity and wisdom,
Simply put, he is aware. His awareness is
because by logic-choppers it's
trompe l'oeil, it is deceiving. I will end
accepted with avidity:
with another one of his stories, also about
• . ..,rtupidity's true opposite's
magic. "No one believes mare strongly in
· the opposit~ stupidity.
the laws of nature than the magician. Because he has experienced, so to speak, on
In "The Opposite View" the arrangement his own body, what ittakes-not to
and choice of words creates a tight senbreak the laws of nature, but to make it
tence overall; however, certain phrases like look as if he were breaking them."
"good-for-nothing system" and "logicchoppers" are just clever. The accompanying drawing is merely illustrative and only
by William M. Lipton
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from page 17
A new set of faces, although hardly distinguishable; Rodgers, Kissenger, Erlichman, try and cope with this blunderbuss
that we find ourselves in. It is not my
war. I am doing my best to end it. The
great silent (apathetic?) majority will
bear me out.
What about the military-industrial complex? Yes ... what of it? Well ... you know
the pig Nixon and the superpigs in the
Pentagon get together with the pig capitalists to make money from the war. Off
the pigs. Power to the peoplel Are conservatives and hard hats the people? What
about the people that spit, curse, and are
repulsed by the people proclaiming that
they want to give the power to the p,eople?
Sh it man, the people want peace, it's as
simple as that. Power to the people.
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The American people are tired of this
war. Outraged? Hardly, just tired. The
other Amerlcans are tired, frustrated and
almost beaten in their failure. Just a second, the public outcry has certainly deliniated the number of deaths, hasn't it? OK
so now instead of two thousand people
dying per week we inflict and suffer a
mere thousand. My, my, why don't we
congratulate ourselves. The government
just doesn't listen. It just doesn't respond.
We must do something. Power to the
people! Power to the peoplel

And now .... the Abbie and Jerry show.
And in conjunction with the first act ...
the Chicago conspiracy trial. Get hip to
repression and capital ism. Liberai s arise.
lt's an issue of politics. lt's an issue of
morality. lt's an issue of economy. lt's
an issue of priorities.

Eureakall lt's the system. The ills of
society are caused by the system. Work
with in it if you want to change it. Work
outside it to disrupt it. Burn it down.
The system conducts this war and we are
told to act as responsible citizens if we
·want to end it. Youthful idealism vs.
mature pragmatism.

We recognize our mistake and I will try to
end this war - but to end it in a way that
will strengthen trust for America around
the world. Vietnamization. Pacification.
Counter·insurgen'W'. Body counts. I ricursions. lnvasions. Disengagement. Deescalation. Cambodia. Weil what d'ya
know, Mr. Nixon is ending this war with
a little detour through Cambodia.

Christ, we've been killed, lied to, deceived
and tricked all in the guise of freedom and
democracy. The American government
condemns Russia's occupation of Czechoslovakia, but in the name of freedom and
dem'ocracy occupies Southeast Asia. We've
pleaded with, insulted, condemned and
bombed those who continue this unbelievable absurdity.

Kent. Jackson. Washington. Nixon stiil In the name of the American people I will
hopes for a just peace. The na_tion.erupts try to bring an honorable peace to Vetnam.
in outrage and our representat1ves In
And the war goes honorably on.
Congress have finally proposed a legislative end to the war. Ouite a difference
by Richard Edson
between the Tonken Gulf Resolution and
th~ McGovern-Hatfield, except only .one
passed.
Drive- Up
par,kihg
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Ah hah. Spiro and Dicky continue to see
the light at the end of the always elongating tunnel. Congratulations fellas. Laos.
Another attempt for a just peace. Back
to Washington. May Day Tribe. One
more demonstration-confrontation.
Bring the War home. lf.the government
won't stop the war, the n we'll stop the
government. A fine, romantic, beautifully
impossible farce. And the war goes on.
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red hook: 27 n. broadway
758-1561 .
drive-up window
open 'til 7 p.m.
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rhinebeck: 44 e. market st.
876-3671
open 'til 6 p.m.
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same day·service

74 South Broadway~ecrÄõok
.. ;7~f3- 36~·

24 Hour Towing Service

auto services

Grace 'li'audt,

lf you, or a friend, 1ro seeking an abortlon, the
Pavilion Inc. can help you.
c.n us now (collect, lf rou wl•h) and one oi our
dedicated •t•H will 1nswer your questions about
pl1cement in accredited Hospltals and
Clinics in New York City at low coä.
It il 1dvluble ta call us as soon •• poslible after you
leam you are pregn•nlln many ca..., the cost
een be very low, and you can 1rrive In New York City
in the morning 1nd be on your way home th1t evenlng •
We can 1110 help you with alrplane and other
tr•nsportatlon •rr•ngements.
Women·~

JleceiYe the lotest edltlon of
a dlfferent underground new ..
poper eoch week. Ho dupli·
. •cations. $10 for 6 months or
[$17 a year.
A anple
m
•
elozen UPS papers il w•i~lbllel
1
Sor $4, n a LibruySubscriptio
to ell UPS PIIIM"S (ebout 50)
COIII$60 for& months. $100 for
.one yur. The lbov• ott...
; arailable from UPS, Bax 26, \J
York,.N. Y. 10014

BANK D

PHJNEBEC .
Auto Loans
Bank by Mail
Checking Accounts
Money Orders
Safe Deposit Boxes

-DRIVr=_:

-IN-~Ar-.JKIN<;l-:

MBER FDIC .

IF YOU NEED SOMEBODY TO TALK TO, CALL US AMYTIME
AT (212) 371-8&70 ar (212) 759-6810
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK I STRICRY CONFIDENTIAL

'W"OMEN'S P.AVILION INC.
515 Mldison Avenue

New York~ N.V. 10022
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